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ON THE STRUCTURE OF

REAL TRANSITIVE LIE ALGEBRAS
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Abstract. In this paper, we examine some of the ways in which abstract algebraic

objects in a transitive Lie algebra L are expressed geometrically in the action of each

transitive Lie pseudogroup T associated to L. We relate those chain decompositions

of T which result from considering T-invariant foliations to Jordan-Holder sequences

(in the sense of Cartan and Guillemin) for L. Local coordinates are constructed

which display the nature of the partial differential equations defining T; in particu-

lar, locally homogeneous pseudocomplex structures (also called CR-structures) are

associated to the nonabelian quotients of complex type in a Jordan-Holder sequence

for L.

Introduction. From its classical origins in the works of Sophus Lie and Elie

Cartan, the study of pseudogroups of local diffeomorphisms preserving geometric

structures on manifolds has attracted many authors. It now is known [7] that the

local structure of a transitive analytic pseudogroup is determined by an associated

topological Lie algebra, known as a transitive Lie algebra, in much the same way

that the local structure of a finite-dimensional Lie group is determined by its Lie

algebra of invariant vector fields. In this paper, we shall examine some of the ways

in which abstract algebraic objects in transitive Lie algebras are expressed geometri-

cally. We shall be interested particularly in the decompositions of a transitive Lie

algebra which result from considering invariant foliations.

The work of H. Goldschmidt and D. C. Spencer [10] allows us to study the

integrability problem for transitive pseudogroup structures through a study of the

structure and realizations of closed ideals in transitive Lie algebras. Our work was

undertaken with this goal in mind, and our results, particularly those which describe

the structure of nonabelian minimal closed ideals, will play a role in the forthcoming

solution by H. Goldschmidt [9] of the integrability problem for all pseudogroups

which contain the translations. A simple example which illustrates the way in which

the pseudocomplex structures we associate to nonabelian minimal closed ideals of

complex type affect the integrability problem can be found in [4].

Viewed abstractly, a transitive Lie algebra over a ground field K (which we shall

assume to be either the real number field R or the field C of complex numbers, and

endowed with the discrete topology) is a topological Lie algebra L whose underlying

topological vector space is linearly compact, and which possesses a fundamental

subalgebra, that is, an open subalgebra L° which contains no ideals of L except {0}.
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2 J. F. CONN

From the standpoint of formal geometry, transitive Lie algebras arise in the

following way: Form the ring F = K[[xx,.. .,*„]] of formal power series in n

indeterminates over K, and consider the Lie algebra Der(F) of derivations of F, that

is, expressions of the form

€-£«>¿-.     «,**
y-l    UA7

which we view as formal vector fields; the Lie bracket of two derivations £,

7) e Der(F) is written, then, as

For each/7 > 0, let Der'XF) denote the subalgebra made up of those formal vector

fields £ whose coefficients £y all vanish to order p at the origin. In the topology

defined by taking {DeTp(F)}p>0 as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0,

the space Der(F) is a linearly compact topological Lie algebra. A subalgebra L of

Der(F) is called transitive if it is topologically closed in Der(F) and satisfies the

relation

Der(F) = L + Der°(F).

Each transitive subalgebra L of Der(F) is, in the induced topology, an abstract

transitive Lie algebra, and the isotropy subalgebra

L° = LnDer°(F)

of L is fundamental. Conversely, a theorem of Guillemin and Sternberg [15] asserts

that, given a transitive Lie algebra L and a fundamental subalgebra I°cL, one can

realize L as a transitive subalgebra of formal vector fields in such a way that L° is

realized as the isotropy subalgebra of L; such a realization of (L, L°) is unique, up

to the action of a formal change of coordinates. We shall concentrate here upon the

way in which such realizations of a transitive Lie algebra L reflect the structure of L

as an abstract topological Lie algebra.

Closed ideals are among the most important algebraic objects attached to a

transitive Lie algebra. In [12], Guillemin proved that a linearly compact topological

Lie algebra L is transitive if and only if L satisfies the descending chain condition on

its closed ideals. Using this result, Guillemin went on to establish the existence, for

each closed ideal / in a transitive Lie algebra L, of a Jordan-Holder decomposition

for (L, I). This consists of a finite descending chain

/-/03/P"O/f.{0)

of closed ideals of L, such that, for each index / with 0 </</> — 1, one of the

following alternatives holds:

(i) The quotient /////+1 is abelian.

(ii) The quotient /,///+, is nonabelian, and there are no closed ideals of L properly

contained between I, and 7/+ v

The number and isomorphism classes of quotients of type (ii), both as topological

Lie algebras and topological L-modules, were shown by Guillemin to be the same in
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any two Jordan-Holder sequences for (L, I). In the category of transitive pseudo-

groups, it had been conjectured by E. Cartan that such a decomposition would

always exist.

The geometric setting in which we study closed ideals and Jordan-Holder se-

quences is described below. As before, set F-» K[[xv...,xn}], and let L be a

transitive subalgebra of Der(F) with isotropy subalgebra L°. A class of geometric

objects naturally associated to L is the collection of invariant formal foliations. By

an invariant foliation, we mean a unitary subalgebra G c F which remains invariant

under the action of L, and which can be expressed, after a formal change of

coordinates(xv...,xn) -» (yx,...,ym, z„...,z„_m), as

G - Jr[[^,...^J] C K [[*,...,ym, zu...,zn_J] = F,

for some integer m with 0 < m < n. In terms of such coordinates, each element £ of

L takes the form

m ç\ n- m 3

é" Eiyihv•■•J'm)ä7+ Eí.+yÍJ'i.í'.^i.-.vJir;
y-l °>y      y-l oz;

that is, the first m coefficients £1(... ,£m of £ lie in G. By considering the action of L

on G, we define a homomorphism 7rc: L -» Der(G) whose image ttc(L) is a

transitive subalgebra of Der(G). The collection of formal vector fields £ in L for

which £,,... ,|m vanish at the origin is a subalgebra Nc of L containing L°, and A^ is

the inverse image in L of the isotropy subalgebra of itc(L). Those elements £ of L

such that £t = • • • = £m = 0 make up the kernel IG of irc; this ideal 7C is the union

of all ideals of L contained in Nc. We remark that, given an abstract transitive Lie

algebra L and a closed ideal I c L, there exists a realization of L as a transitive

subalgebra of Der(F), for some formal power series ring F, such that there is an

L-invariant foliation G c F with 7 = 7C. Let H denote the formal power series ring

K[[zx,... ,z„_m]]. Substituting yx= ■ ■ ■ = ym = 0 in the coefficients £,,... ,£„ of a

formal vector field £ in Nc, we obtain an element

n — m p.

1=  L èm+J(0,...,0;zl,...,zn^m)-r-
j-l "zv

of Der(#); if U is a subspace of 7VC, we set t/ = {£|£ e U}. This mapping £ •-» £ is

a homomorphism ñ: Nc -» Der(//) whose image Ñc is a transitive subalgebra of

Der(H), with isotropy subalgebra L°. Phrased geometrically, the simultaneous level

sets of yx,... ,ym define a foliation S?of K", and NG consists of those formal vector

fields £ in L which are tangent to the leaf of 'S which passes through the origin; the

restriction of £ to this leaf is what we have called £. We may express each element of

L in the form

j-l yJ        oeN"

■%(í)+Uj'i-">)'J.
by rewriting the terms E,":r£m+,(>-,,.. .,ym\ zl,...,zn_m)(d/dzJ) of £ as a formal

series expansion £w in yx,...,ym with coefficients £a g Der(//); for £ g 7Vc, the
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leading term of £w is £. The formal coordinates zx,...,zn_m can be chosen (cf.

Corollary 2.1) so that all coefficients £a of each £ g L lie in ÑG, and if I is a closed

ideal of L contained in Ic, then each £ g I has its coefficients £a lying in the closed

ideal / of Ñc. These series expansions £w reflect the nature of the linear partial

differential equations defining IG\ we shall characterize them much more precisely in

several special cases of interest.

Given a transitive subalgebra L of Der(F) and an L-invariant formal foliation

G c F, there is a composition series for (L, IG) suggested naturally by the action of

L on F: Choose a chain of L-invariant foliations

G = F0 c Fx c - • • c Fp = F

such that each Fy is maximal among the invariant foliations contained in FJ+X, for

0 </</> — 1, and consider the sequence

/C = /Fo^/f,3-   •   =>/,,= {()}

of closed ideals of L defined by these foliations; it is evident that such a chain must

be finite. In an unpublished work, Guillemin [14] described how this composition

series could be refined to produce a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, IG). Using an

important lemma from [14] and the classification of primitive Lie algebras, we

present, in Theorem 4.1, an explicit decomposition of each quotient IF/IF , which

yields a Jordan-Holder series for (L, IG). Following this, in Theorems 4.2-4.6, we

show how our decomposition of IF/IF + is portrayed geometrically, by introducing

formal coordinates which display clearly the structure of those ideals which make up

our decomposition, and the action of L upon them. A summary of these results

appears below; to avoid repetition, we assume, unless otherwise stated, that all Lie

algebras considered in our outline are defined over the real number field R.

A few preliminary observations will be helpful. Each quotient IF/IF is an ideal

in the transitive subalgebra -7rFi(L) = L/IF of Der(FJ + 1), and is defined by the

maximal invariant foliation Fy in Fy+1. Thus, in studying these quotients IF/IF , we

shall suppose, without loss of generality, that G is a maximal L-invariant foliation in

F This is equivalent to assuming that the transitive subalgebra NG of Der(/7) is

primitive; that is, the action of Nc leaves no formal foliation invariant in H, except

for the scalars K and H itself. Under this assumption, the closed ideal 1G is of finite

codimension in Ñc, and is itself a transitive subalgebra of Dct(H) unless IG = {0}.

A complete classification is known for the primitive Lie algebras; we shall categorize

IG according to the type of ÑG in this classification. In our accompanying decriptions

of the realization of L and IG in appropriate coordinate systems, we employ an

extension of Schur's lemma which appears in [12]: If R is a simple transitive Lie

algebra over K, then the commutator ring KR of R, that is, the algebra of /C-linear

mappings R -* R which commute with the adjoint representation of R, is a

(commutative) field which is a finite algebraic extension of K, and R is a transitive

Lie algebra over KR. Having stipulated that K is the field R of real numbers, we

must have KR equal to R or C. For notational convenience, if L' is a closed Lie

subalgebra of Der(/7) and/,,...,/, are functionally independent formal power series
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in G which generate a formal foliation G' c G, then we write U ®RG' for the

collection of formal power series

V =   E Vßfß
0eN'

in the variables fx,- ■■ ,f¡ with coefficients tj8 g L'. Furthermore, if L' has a complex

structure and gx,...,gs are (complex) functionally independent elements of the

complex power series ring Gc = C ® R G, which generate a formal foliation G" c Gc,

we write L' ê„G" for the complex space of formal power series in gx,...,gs with

coefficients lying in L'. By expressing fx,... ,f¡ and gx,... ,gs in terms of yx,... ,ym,

both L' ê „ G' and L' ®c G" are identified with closed Lie subalgebras of Der( F). If

G' and G" are invariant under the action of L, then irG(L), viewed as a subalgebra

of Der(F), leaves L' ®RG' and L' ®CG" stable by its adjoint action; moreover, if

L' is a transitive subalgebra of Der(H), then the sums

(L'®RG')©*C(L),    (L'®CG")©%(L)

are transitive subalgebras of Der(F) in which L' ®RG' and L' ®CG" form closed

ideals.

We now begin our outline of Theorems 4.1-4.6.

If the primitive Lie algebra 7VC is of infinite dimension, then IG =* {0} and the

commutator V = [Ic, IG] is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L. Thus, the chain

Ic Z) I' D {0} is a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, IG), with abelian quotient IG/F.

In Der(//), a transitive subalgebra is formed by R = [ÑG, ÑG], which is a simple Lie

algebra. Every derivation of R is induced by a unique element of the normalizer of R

in Der(if); therefore, we write Der(R) for this normalizer, which is evidently a

transitive subalgebra of Der(/7). Each derivation of R is /(^-linear, so Der(R) is a

transitive Lie algebra over KR; the quotient Der(Ä)/Ä is abelian, and has dimension

< 1 over KR. According to whether KR is equal to R or C, there is an L-invariant

formal foliation G' c G, or a complex L-invariant formal foliation G' c Gc, such

that

Lc(Der(Ä)®A.ÄG')©7rc(L),   IG = L n(Der(/?) ®*„G'),    7' = /?®^G',

for a suitable choice of the formal coordinates z,,...,z

If iVc is finite dimensional and semisimple, then it is either a simple Lie algebra g

or the direct sum gx e g2 of two isomorphic simple ideals. When ÑG is simple, the

closed ideal IG is nonabelian and minimal in L, unless it is reduced to {0};

corresponding to the cases Kg = R and Kg = C, there exist either an L-invariant

foliation G' c G or a complex L-invariant foliation G' c Gc, such that, in suitable

coordinates, we have

Lcz(gèKsG')®ng(L),   IG = Ln(gèKiG'),

IC = g®KG'   (for/c*{0}).

When ÑG is semisimple but not simple, either Ic is the direct sum /, © I2 of two

nonabelian minimal closed ideals of L, or Ic is itself nonabelian and minimal in L.

or IG = (0). Write Kg for the commutator field of the isomorphic simple Lie
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algebras gx and g2. Again, according to whether Kg is equal to R or C, there exist

two L-invariant f ouations Gx and G2 in G, or two complex L-invariant f ouations Gx

and G2 in Gc such that

£ c (Ui ®*f Gx) ®(g2 èKgG2)) © irc(L),

/c-^^((ft*irfGi)«(g2ê,fG2)),

and, if IG= Ix® I2, then

while if 7C is a minimal closed ideal, then IG = g¡ ®^ G1? all in an appropriate

system of formal coordinates.

The most intricate decomposition occurs when the primitive Lie algebra ÑG is

finite dimensional, but not semisimple. (For brevity, we have included the abelian

case, where ÑG is one dimensional, in this part of our outline.) In this instance, there

is an abelian ideal V of ÑG complementary to L°, and L° acts faithfully and

irreducibly on V. Thus L° is a reductive Lie algebra, and ÑG is a semidirect product

Ñc= V®{g0<S>gx © -•• ®gp),

where g0 is the center of L° and gx,... ,gp are the simple ideals which make up its

semisimple part. There exist closed ideals Iy, I0,... ,Ip of L such that

Iv^Ij^Ig   for0<7</>,

h/h = (Io/Iy) *(Ii/Iy) ©  • • • ©(¡p/h);

moreover, the ideal lv is abelian, as is the quotient I0/Iy, while each quotient IJIy,

with 1 </</>, is either reduced to {0} or is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of

L/Iv. The appearance of this decomposition in a suitable coordinate system is

distinctive. There are two L-invariant foliations G v and G0 in G, and, for each index

j with 1 <tj*ip, there is either an L-invariant foliation G, c G or a complex

L-invariant foliation Gy c Gc, according to whether Kg is equal to R or C, such that

Le ¡(vèRGy)®(g0èKG0)<B  © (gjèKg Gj)   ©%(L),

IG = Lnl(VèKGy) ©(g0 ®RG0) © © (gj *KtGj)\,

iy= Ln(vê>RGy),

/0 = Ln((F®RG^)©(g0®RG0)),

lj-Ln((V9mGy)9(gjèKtGj)),

for 1 < y < /», and whenever Ij/Iv is not reduced to {0}, we have

Ij+(VèKGy)-(VètlGy)&{gjêKt  Gj).

An easy appücation of the Jacobson-Bourbaki density theorem (see the discussion

following Theorem 4.5) shows that for each indexy with 1 <j^p and L/Iy * {0},
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the abelian ideal Iv is a subspace of V ® R G v which is stable under right multiplica-

tion by Gj, when K = R, or by one of the subrings Gj, G~, G} ■ Gj, Re(G ) of Gc,

when Kg = C, depending on the nature of the representation of g on V. It is

possible that IG ¥= {0} and yet lv = {0}, but in this case IG is a nonabelian minimal

closed ideal of L, so IG = I. for some y with 1 < j; < p.

To achieve these realizations of L and 7C which we have reported, we can employ

any arbitrary set of formal coordinates^,,... ,ym generating the maximal L-invariant

foliation G; only the formal coordinates zx,...,z„_m are altered in our construction.

Therefore, our results may be invoked inductively in any chain of invariant folia-

tions

F0 c Fx c ■ • • cFp = F

such that each E is maximal in Fj+l, for 0 < j < p - 1. To construct coordinates in

which our stated realizations of the quotients IF/IF ^ are obtained simultaneously,

we apply our results to each transitive subalgebra trF t(L) of DeriF^j) and

maximal invariant foliation Fj in Fj+X, beginning with j «- p — 1 and proceeding

down the chain.

This completes our outline of Theorems 4.1-4.6. A noteworthy consequence of

Theorem 4.1 concerns the length of Jordan-Holder sequences: There can be at most

dim(L/L°) nonabelian quotients in any Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, L). This

result, which is contained in Corollary 4.2, pertains to the classical problem of

determining the space of lowest dimension upon which a given pseudogroup can act

transitively. In Proposition 4.1, we have indicated a few simplifications of Theorem

4.1 which occur in the (geometrically important) case where there exists an abelian

subalgebra A c L with L = L° © A.

Closely related to Theorems 4.2-4.6 is a description of the structure of nonabelian

minimal closed ideals; such ideals make up the nonabelian quotients in Jordan-Holder

decompositions of transitive Lie algebras. As above, we conduct a summary of this

result. Theorem 3.1, over the ground field R. Let L be a linearly compact real Lie

algebra and / a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L. The centralizer of / in L is

then a closed ideal Z such that Z n I = {0} and L/Z is a transitive Lie algebra;

therefore, replacing L by L/Z and I by its image in L/Z, we shall suppose without

loss of generality that L is transitive and acts faithfully on I. There exists a unique

maximal closed ideal J of /; the normalizer of J in L forms an open subalgebra N of

L, and the quotient R = I/J is a simple real transitive Lie algebra. From the adjoint

action of TV on I, one obtains a structure of a topological Af-module on R. Let R° be

a maximal fundamental subalgebra of R; then the stabilizer of R° in N is a

fundamental subalgebra L° of L such that N = L° + I. Set n = dim( L/L°) and

F = R[[;c,,... ,xn]]\ choose a realization of L as a transitive subalgebra of Der(F)

with isotropy subalgebra L°. To complete our description of (L, /), we employ once

again the notation we developed in discussing invariant foliations. There exist formal

coordinates (yx,...,ym, zx,...,zn_m) in terms of which G = R[[jl7... ,ym]] forms a

maximal L-invariant foliation in F, and N is equal to NG. As before, set H =

R[[zx,...,zn_m]] and consider the projection #: N -* Der(H); then J is equal to

ker(w|,), and w|, identifies (R, R°) with a transitive subalgebra of Der(//). Every
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derivation of R is A^-linear, and is induced by a unique element of the normalizer in

Der(//) of R; we write Der(Ä) for this normalizer, which is evidently a transitive

subalgebra of Der(/T). Moreover, Der(R) is a transitive Lie algebra over KR and R

forms a closed ideal in Der(Ä) of codimension < 1 over KR. We shall say that the

nonabelian minimal closed ideal I is of real or complex type according to whether

KR is equal to R or C. When I is of real type, then we can choose the formal

coordinates (zx,... ,zn_m) so that

Lc (Der(Ä) ®RG) ©wG(L),   7 = /?®RG.

If I is of complex type, there exist p < m complex functionally independent elements

gx,... ,gp of Gc which generate an L-invariant complex foliation G' c Gc such that

G' • G' = Gc and, for a suitable choice of (z,,.. -,zn_m), we have

Lc (Der(Ä) ®RG') ©wc(L),   I = R®CG'.

These results extend the work of Guillemin [12], who showed that a nonabelian

minimal closed ideal I is isomorphic, as an abstract Lie algebra, to the algebra

/?[[*,,.. .,x]] of Ä-valued formal power series in q > 0 indeterminates (see also [5]).

Given a real formal power series ring F= R[[jc,,.. .,xn]\ and a real transitive

subalgebra L c Der(F), a geometric interpretation is attached to each L-invariant

complex foliation G' in Fc. Let gx,...,gp be complex functionally independent

generators for G'; then this collection specifies a formal power series mapping <p:

R" -» Cm with <p(0) = 0, which is, formally, the expansion of a submersion of a

neighborhood of 0 in R" onto a generic real submanifold S of C". Moreover, every

formal vector field £ g L is <p-projectable, and <jd»(L) comprises a transitive subalge-

bra of the formal vector fields on S at 0 g S. Each element <p*(£), for £ g L, is the

restriction to S of a formal holomorphic vector field on Cm at 0 which is everywhere

tangent to S, and so the pseudocomplex structure on S induced by its embedding in

Cm is locally homogeneous with respect to the pseudogroup of local biholomorphic

transformations of Cm which preserve S. Evidently, by choosing a different set of

functionally independent generators for G' we replace <p by $ ° <p, where 4>:

Cm _> Qm js a forma] biholomorphic mapping with 4>(0) = 0. The rank of <p, that is,

the dimension of S, is given by the number of complex functionally independent

elements required to generate G' • G' in Fc. Because such complex invariant f oua-

tions appear prominently in our descriptions of nonabelian minimal closed ideals

and of ideals defined by maximal invariant foliations, we have devoted the latter

part of §3 to a discussion of the formal geometry summarized above, in the slightly

more abstract context of open subalgebras contained in the complexification of a

real linearly compact Lie algebra. We remark that the pseudocomplex geometry

associated to a nonabelian minimal closed ideal / in a real transitive Lie algebra L is

determined by the structure of / as an L-module; therefore, we encounter the same

pseudocomplex structures as we proceed through the nonabelian quotients of

complex type in any two Jordan-Holder decompositions of a closed ideal in L.

The abelian quotients which appear as we decompose a closed ideal in a transitive

Lie algebra depend strongly on which Jordan-Holder sequence we choose to follow;

in decomposing closed ideals defined by maximal invariant foliations, we have
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described above one set of abelian quotients which can occur. For completeness, we

give also, in the discussion following Corollary 2.1, a description of abelian quotients

which appears, essentially, in Cartan [3]: Let L be a transitive Lie algebra and / be a

closed ideal of L. Then, there exists a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, I) such that,

for each abelian quotient Ij/Ij+i, there is a formal power series ring F =

Ar[[x1;. ,.,xj] and a realization of L//- as a transitive subalgebra of Der(F) which

leaves the formal foliation G = K[[x1,...,xn_l]] invariant, and every element £ g

Ij/Ij+i takes the form

£ = g(x1(...,*„_,) g-^,

with g g G. These coefficients g are the formal solutions of a linear homogeneous

partial differential equation Dg = 0, where D is an overdetermined operator which is

invariant under the action of wc(L//-+1).

The basic tool which we employ to construct realizations of closed ideals is

Theorem 2.1, which is an abstract result on embeddings of filtered extensions of

transitive Lie algebras. This theorem can be applied to discuss questions of the

following sort: Suppose that F = K[[yx,...,ym, zx,...,zn_m]\ is a formal power

series ring and that L and L' are transitive subalgebras of Der(F) which preserve the

formal foliation G = K[[yx,... ,ym]]. Assume, moreover, that the inclusion irG{L) C

wc(L') holds in Der(G) and that for H = K[[zx,. ..,zn_m]], we have ÑG c ÑG in

Der(//). By replacing zx,...,zn_m by a new set of formal coordinates z'x,...,z'n_m

such that z'j = zy mod((yx,... ,ym)), where ((yx,... ,ym)) is the ideal in F generated by

yx,--.,ym, we define an automorphism <p: F -» F such that <p|c = idc, and our

hypotheses are still satisfied if we replace L by <p*(L). Then we ask: When does such

an automorphism <p exist for which <pm(L) c L'l Theorem 2.1 includes a solution to

this problem.

We conclude with a few remarks on the organization and presentation of our

work. In §1, we give a compendium of those results on transitive and linearly

compact Lie algebras which we shall require. Very few proofs are given in this

section, since they can be found in [5, 12, 13, 15, 23]; we also direct the reader to

these sources for a more systematic introduction to the study of transitive Lie

algebras. In §2, we present Theorem 2.1 and obtain its most immediate corollaries.

Our results on the structure of nonabelian minimal closed ideals, together with a

discussion of the pseudocomplex geometry associated to complex invariant folia-

tions, make up §3; there is some overlapping between this section and our mono-

graph [5]. The final section of our work, §4, is devoted to the study of ideals defined

by maximal invariant foliations. For simplicity, and because our interest in transitive

Lie algebras stems from their differential-geometric applications, we have chosen to

state results only over the ground fields R and C. The substitution of an algebrai-

cally closed field of characteristic zero would cause no difficulties, and §2 could be

conducted over any field of characteristic zero. Most of the results in §§3 and 4

depend on the classification of infinite-dimensional primitive Lie algebras; this

classification has been published only for algebraically closed fields, and for the real

number field R.
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During the course of my work, I received constant encouragement from Hubert

Goldschmidt and Donald C. Spencer; the result owes much to their suggestions and

trenchant criticism. My debt to Victor Guillemin, who generously provided an

unpublished manuscript which formed the starting point for §4 of this paper, is

evident.

1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, we shall operate over a ground field K

which may be taken to be either the real number field R or the field C of complex

numbers, unless otherwise indicated. If F is a vector space over R, we write Vc for

the complex vector space Vc = C ® R V obtained from V by complexification; if

v = vx + yf-\v2 with vx, v2 g V is an element of Vc, we write v = vx — \[^\v2 for

the complex conjugate of v. We identify V with the real subspace {u g Vc\v = v)

made up of all real vectors in Vc. If U is a complex subspace of Vc, we denote by

¿7=  {V G   VC\V <E  U}

the complex subspace conjugate to U. If V and W are real vector spaces and <j>:

V -» W is a linear mapping, we write </>c: Vc -» Wc for the complex-linear mapping

1 c ® <p obtained from </>.

If U is a vector space over K, we denote by

®(t/) =   © (®'(l/)),   S(U)=   © (S'(t/)),    A(i/)=   0 (A'(£/)),
peZ peZ peZ.

the tensor, symmetric and exterior algebras of U, respectively; in order to express

these as Z-graded algebras, we have set

®-"{U) = S-"(U) = A-p(U)= {0}    for/>>0.

Endow K with the discrete topology, and let V be a Hausdorff topological vector

space over K. Then V is said to be linearly compact if

(i) V is complete and

(ii) there exists a fundamental system {Va} of neighborhoods of 0 in V such that

each Va is a vector subspace of finite codimension in V.

If W is a finite-dimensional vector space over K, then VK is linearly compact in the

discrete topology; conversely, the discrete topology provides the only linearly

compact structure on W, by virtue of condition (ii) above. In the sequel, a

finite-dimensional vector space often will be endowed implicitly with the discrete

topology. We shall present more illuminating examples momentarily.

We list below those properties of linearly compact spaces required in our work;

proofs of these assertions may be found in Chapter 2 of the book [18] of Köthe, or in

the first section of Guillemin's paper [12].

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let V and W be linearly compact vector spaces over K.

(i) // V is a closed subspace of V, then both V and V/V are linearly compact.

(ii) A subspace V of V is open if and only if V is closed and of finite codimension in

V.

(iii) // V and V" are closed subspaces of V, then the sum V + V" is closed in V.

(iv) The topological direct sum V © W is linearly compact.
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(v) // (j>: V -* W is a continuous linear mapping, then the image <p(V) is a closed

subspace of W, and tp is an open mapping of V onto <p(V). In particular, any

continuous linear bijection <p: V -» W is a topological isomorphism.

(vi) // V is a closed subspace of V, then there exists a closed subspace V" c V such

that V = V © V".

(vii) (Closed graph theorem ) A linear mapping <p: V -» W is continuous if and only if

the graph oftp is closed in V X W.

(viii) If {Ea} is a family of linearly compact vector spaces, then the product HaEa is

linearly compact. If {(£„, faR)} is an inverse system of linearly compact vector spaces

and continuous linear mappings, then the projective limit lim Ea is linearly compact.

(ix) (Chevalley's theorem) Let Vx 3 V2 o • ■ • D V, D • • • be a descending chain of

closed subspaces of Vsuch that C\j>xVj = {0}. Then, for each open subspace U of V

there exists an integer p > 1 such that Vp<z U. In particular, if each Vj is an open

subspace of V, then the family {Vj})>x is a fundamental system of neighborhoods ofO in

V.

Let V and W be linearly compact vector spaces over K, and suppose that {Va}

(resp. {Wß}) is a collection of open subspaces which forms a fundamental system of

neighborhoods of 0 in F (resp. W). We define a structure of topological vector space

on the tensor product V ®^ W by taking as a fundamental system of neighborhoods

of 0 the subspaces

K*Kw+ v®Kwß

of V ®K W, where Va (resp. Wß) ranges over all elements of {Va) (resp. {Wß}). The

topology thus defined depends only on the topologies of V and W; however, this

topology on V ®K W is, in general, not complete. The Hausdorff completion of

V ® K W is a linearly compact topological vector space which we denote by V ® K W,

and call the completed tensor product of V and W. If at least one of the spaces V and

W is finite dimensional, then the ordinary tensor product V ®^ W is complete, and

thus coincides with V ®K W. In general, the completed tensor product V ® K W may

be identified with the projective limit

Um(V/Vj9K{W/Wß)

of finite-dimensional discrete spaces, and with either of the projective limits

lim(V/Va)®KW,    ]imV<& K(W/Wß)

of linearly compact spaces. As a special case of what we have said above, given a real

linearly compact vector space V, there is a linearly compact structure defined

naturally on the complexification Vc of V. Further information regarding the

completed tensor product can be found in the exercises to the chapter on comple-

tions of filtered structures in Bourbaki [2].

Let U be a vector space of finite dimension over K. Then we can form the

completion of the symmetric algebra S(U*), obtaining in this way a local algebra

F{V*} = FI S"(U*)
p<EZ
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which we call the algebra oí formal power series on U. For each / G Z, the space

F'{í/*} = (n{o},x(ns'(í/*)))
\p<i v>/ //

of formal power series which vanish to order / at the origin is an ideal of F{U*}, and

we have

(1.1) (Fr{U*)) -(FS{U*}) = Fr+'+l{U*}

for all r, s > -1; note that F'{U*} = F{U*} when / < 0. The space F°{U*} is the

unique maximal ideal of F{U*}, and, for each / > 0, the ideal F'{U*} is the

(/ + l)st power of F°{U*}. As the product of finite-dimensional discrete spaces, the

algebra F{U*} is endowed with a linearly compact topology in which the ideals

{F/{{/*}}/>_1 comprise a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. From (1.1),

we see that multiplication in F{ U*} is continuous with respect to this topology; thus

F{U*} is a linearly compact topological algebra over K. Suppose that dim({7) = n,

and choose elements fx,. ..,/„ of F{i/*} whose images form a basis for the vector

space

F°{U*)/Fl{U*} « U*.

Then, there is a unique isomorphism

r.F{V*)-*K[[Xl.*.]]

of F{U*} onto the algebra of formal power series over K in n indeterminates

xx,...,xn such that <p(/}) = Xj for l<y<n. We shall call /i,...,/„ a formal

coordinate system for U. If U is a real vector space, it is evident that the complexifi-

cation Fc { U*} of F{ Í7*} is identified naturally with the algebra F{ U£} of formal

power series on the complexification Uc of U.

For brevity, we shall call a local algebra F a ring of formal power series when F is

isomorphic to F{ U*} for some finite-dimensional vector space U; we then write F1

for the (/ + l)st power of the maximal ideal F° of F, for all / 3* 0, and we set F1 = F

when / < 0. Unless otherwise stated, we always assume that a formal power series

ring F is given the linearly compact topology in which the ideals {F> }J>0 comprise a

fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0, as discussed above; this structure often

is called the Krull topology on F.

If A is an algebra (not necessarily associative) over K, we denote by Der(/1) the

Lie algebra of derivations of A, that is, the space of ^-linear mappings D: A -» A

such that, for all a, b G A

D(a • b) = D(a) ■ b + a- D(b).

If Dx and D2 he in Der(/1), then their commutator

[DX,D2] = DX°D2- D2°DX

is also a derivation of A; this defines the Lie bracket in Der(^4).

In this paper, we shall study those topological Lie algebras L which have the

property that the topological vector space underlying L is linearly compact; for

simplicity, we say then that L is a linearly compact Lie algebra. An example is
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provided by any finite-dimensional Lie algebra L, endowed with the discrete

topology, over K. To construct a linearly compact Lie algebra in which the topology

plays a more essential role, let F be the algebra of formal power series F = F{ U*}

on a finite-dimensional vector space U, and consider the Lie algebra Der(F) of

derivations of F. By choosing a formal system of coordinates for U, identify F with

the algebra K[[xx,... ,x„]], where n = dim({/). For each derivation D of F, we see

from (1.1) that

D(F2p + l) - D(Fp • Fp) c FP ■ D(Fp) c Fp,

for all p > 0, and thus D is continuous with respect to the Krull topology on F The

algebra K[xx,...,xn] of polynomials is dense in F, and any derivation of F must

annihilate the scalars K; thus, each derivation of F is uniquely determined by its

action on the monomials xx,.. .,xn of degree one. It follows that Der(F) is identified

with the Lie algebra of formal vector fields, that is, expressions of the form

1 <7 « n J

with coefficients £, g F. The action of such a formal vector field £ on F is given by

W-    I   ijë    for/GF,
1 ̂ 7 < n J

and thus the Lie bracket in Der(F) is expressed as

1 ̂ i.j^n V ' ' I       J

for all £, Tj g F. We define a descending chain of subspaces of Der(F) by setting

Der'(F) = {£> G Der(F)|D(F) c F'} for all / g Z; a formal vector field £ lies in

Der'(F) if and only if each of its coefficients £, lies in F'. From our expression of

the Lie bracket in Der(F), we see at once that

[Der'(F),Der'"(F)] c Der/+,"(F),

for all /, m g Z, and so we have placed a filtered Lie algebra structure on Der(F).

Each subalgebra Der'(F) of this filtration is of finite codimension in Der(F), and

we have n/eZDer'(F)= {0}. Thus, the subalgebras {Der'(F)}/>0 constitute a

fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 for a unique structure of Hausdorff

topological vector space on Der(F), and the Lie bracket in Der(F) is continuous

with respect to this structure. Moreover, it is evident that Der(F) is complete in this

topology. We have, thus, defined a linearly compact Lie algebra structure on

Der(F). We should also note that Der'(F)(Fm) c Fl+m, for all /, m g Z, which

shows that F is a topological module over Der(F). It is also useful to express the

action of Der(F) without specifying formal coordinates for U, in the following way:

Each element u g U induces, by contraction with the symmetric algebra S(U*), a

derivation 8U: S(U*) -* S(U*). Because S(U*) forms a dense subalgebra in F and 6U

is continuous with respect to the induced topology, we may extend Su uniquely to a

continuous derivation Su: F -» F. As we saw above, each derivation of F is uniquely
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determined by its action on the subspace S^t/*) = U* of F, since this subspace and

the scalars K generate the dense subalgebra S(U*). Hence, we have a natural

identification

Der(F) = F ®KU = HomK(U*, F).

The action of Der(F) on F, under this identification, is expressed on decomposable

elements by(g®«)/= gSu(f), and the Lie bracket in Der(F) is given by

[/® u, g ® v] = {f8u(g)) ® v -(g«,(/)) ® u,

for all/, g g Fand u, v g U. Thus, our filtration of Der(F) assumes the form

Der'(F) = F'®A:(7   for/GZ;

the resulting natural identifications

Der/(F)/Der/+1(ir) = SI+1{U*) ®* U   for/G Z,

are often convenient.

Let L be a linearly compact Lie algebra. An open subalgebra L° of L is said to be

fundamental when L° contains no ideals of L except {0}. If L possesses a fundamen-

tal subalgebra, then L is called a transitive Lie algebra. Sometimes, we say that

(L, L°) is a transitive Lie algebra, to indicate a particular choice of fundamental

subalgebra L° for L. We note that any finite-dimensional discrete Lie algebra L is

transitive, since {0} is a fundamental subalgebra of L. If F is a formal power series

ring over K, then (Der(F), Der°(F)) is a transitive Lie algebra. Indeed, if L is a

closed subalgebra of Der(F) such that Der(F) = L + Der°(F), then it is easy to

check that the open subalgebra L° = L P\ Der°(F) of L contains no ideals of L

except {0}, and is thus fundamental. We shall, then, say that L is a transitive

subalgebra of Der( F ).

It is evident that if L is a real linearly compact Lie algebra, then the complexifica-

tion Lc of L is a linearly compact Lie algebra over C; moreover, if L° is a

fundamental subalgebra of L, then the open subalgebra L£ is fundamental in Lc.

As was proved by Guillemin [12, Theorem 3], transitive Lie algebras also may be

characterized by the finiteness of all descending chains of closed ideals lying within

them (see also Theorem 14.1 of [10]).

Theorem 1.1. Let L be a linearly compact Lie algebra. Then, the following are

equivalent.

(i) L is a transitive Lie algebra.

(ii) L satisfies the descending chain condition on closed ideals.

Corollary 1.1. Let L be a transitive Lie algebra and I a closed ideal of L. Then,

the quotient L/I is a transitive Lie algebra.

Let L be a transitive Lie algebra and / a closed ideal of L. A Jordan-Holder

sequence for (L, I) consists of a properly nested descending chain

I = I0OlxO  ■■■   D/„ =  {0}

of closed ideals of L contained in /, such that for each / with 0 < / < n — 1, one of

the following alternatives holds:

(i) The quotient /////+, is abelian.
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(ii) The quotient /////+, is nonabelian and there are no closed ideals of L properly

contained between I¡ and Il+X.

Theorem 1.1 ensures that any such descending chain will be finite. When the ideal

/ is equal to L, we call this composition series a Jordan-Holder sequence for L.

The following result was conjectured by E. Cartan; its proof is due to Guillemin

[12, Theorem 6.1].

Theorem 1.2. Let L be a transitive Lie algebra, and I a closed ideal of L. Then,

there exists a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, I). Suppose that

/-/03/,3-3/,-{0},    /-/í3/¡3.-3/;-{0},

are two Jordan-Holder sequences for (L, /), and denote by 3 (resp. SI') the subset of

{0,...,n — 1} (resp. {0,...,p — I}) consisting of those I for which the quotient I/I,+ l

( resp. I¡/I¡+ ,) is nonabelian. Then there exists a bijection f:£>-+2', and, for all l g £>,

mappings

which are isomorphisms both of topological Lie algebras and of topological L-modules.

We shall refer, loosely, to the last part of Theorem 1.2 as saying that all

Jordan-Holder sequences for (L, I) have the same number and type of nonabelian

quotients. When / = L, we may view Theorem 1.2 as a weak analogue of the Levi

decomposition for finite-dimensional Lie algebras. To elaborate on this remark, let g

be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, and r the radical of g. Then, the quotient

s = g/r is semisimple, and is thus the direct sum s = sx ® ■ ■ ■ © s of simple ideals

isj)i*j*r Write it: g -» j for the natural projection, and let

r=r03r1 3 ••■  3r,= {0)

be the ideals of the derived series of r, defined inductively by setting r0 = r,

rj+x = [fj, r,]; each term r} is evidently an ideal of g, and, because r is solvable its

derived series descends to {0}. A Jordan-Holder sequence for g is, then, given by the

chain

g = »"»(a, © • ■ • © jj d it-1{sx © • • ■ ® Vi)

D ••■  D w-^ii) => r 3 rx D •••  Dr„ = {0}.

The first q quotients of this sequence are nonabelian, and isomorphic to the simple

Lie algebras sx,...,sq; the p remaining quotients are the abelian Lie algebras

r0/rx,... ,rp_l/r . By contrast, when L is a transitive Lie algebra of infinite dimen-

sion, the nonabelian quotients of a Jordan-Holder sequence for L need not be simple

Lie algebras, and it will not be possible, in general, to construct a Jordan-Holder

sequence for L in which all abelian quotients are obtained from the radical of L.

Next, we introduce certain filtrations of linearly compact Lie algebras. Let L be a

Lie algebra, and 5 be a subspace of L. Then, the derived subspace DL(S) is defined

as

D,(S)= {,eS|[L,i|]cS}.
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We iterate this construction to define inductively a descending chain { DP(S)} s0 of

subspaces of S, by setting D£(S) = S and D[ + 1(5) = DL(D[(S)); for convenience,

we take DP(S) = L, for p < 0. We record the following properties of the derived

subspace (see, for example, Proposition 1.2 of [5]).

Lemma 1.1. Let L be a Lie algebra, and S a subspace of L. Then:

(i) The derived subspace DL(S) is a subalgebra of L contained in S. Moreover, if S is

a subalgebra of L, then DL(S) is an ideal of S.

(ii) // / is an ideal of L contained in S, then I c DL(S). Thus, the intersection

D™(S) = C\p>0Dp(S) is an ideal of L contained in S, and contains all ideals of L

contained in S.

Assume, in addition, that the Lie algebra L is linearly compact. Then:

(iii) If S is an open (resp. closed) subspace of L, then the subalgebra DL(S) is open

(resp. closed) in L.

From part (iii) of the preceding lemma, we see that a linearly compact Lie algebra

L is transitive if and only if there exists an open neighborhood 0 of zero in L which

contains no ideals of L except {0}. For, if 2> is such an open neighborhood, then 6

contains an open subspace S, whose derived subspace DL(S) is a fundamental

subalgebra of L by (iii); the converse is obvious. We also remark that if M is an open

subalgebra of a linearly compact Lie algebra L, then £)¿°(M) is a closed ideal of L

contained in M, and the quotient L/D£(M) is a transitive Lie algebra, with

fundamental subalgebra M/D^(M); in particular, the open subalgebra M is funda-

mental for L if and only if D™(M)= {0}. These observations are immediate

consequences of parts (ii) and (iii) of the lemma.

By a simple Lie algebra we mean, as is usual, a nonabelian Lie algebra L in which

the only ideals are {0} and L itself. From what we have said above, it is apparent

that any simple linearly compact Lie algebra is transitive. Moreover, in the work of

Guillemin [12], it is proved that a linearly compact nonabelian Lie algebra L is

simple if the only closed ideals of L are {0} and L.

When we impose upon 5 more algebraic structure than merely that of a subspace,

the filtration {D'L(S)}leZ acquires some important properties (see, for example,

Proposition 1.3 and Lemma 1.2 of [5]).

Lemma 1.2. (i) Let L be a Lie algebra and M a subalgebra of L. Then, the

subalgebras {D[(M)}peZ endow L with a structure of filtered Lie algebra; that is, for

allp, q G Z,

[dp(M), D[(M)\ c D[ + "(M).

(ii) Let L be a Lie algebra. Suppose that I is an ideal of L, and J is an ideal of I.

Define a filtration {Ip}p<=z of I by setting Ip = / for p < 0, Ix = J and Ip = D[ l(J)

for p 3s 2. Then, for all p, q G Z,

In particular, the spaces { Ip }ptBZare ideals of I.
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When L° is a fundamental subalgebra of a transitive Lie algebra L. the subalge-

bras {DP(L0)} eZ. which give the filtration described in (i), comprise a fundamen-

tal system of neighborhoods of 0 in L; this follows at once from parts (ii) and (iii) of

Lemma 1.1 and Chevalley's theorem (part (ix) of Proposition 1.1). For example,

when F is a formal power series ring and (L. L°) is the transitive Lie algebra

(Der(F), Der°(F)), it is easy to check that

Z>£cr(f)(Der0(F)) = Der"(F).

for all p G Z; we have noted previously that these spaces make up a fundamental

system of neighborhoods of 0 in Der(F). and define a filtered Lie algebra structure

on Der(F) as described in part (i) of the preceding lemma.

Our next result is immediately verified.

Lemma 1.3. Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra and M a closed subalgebra of L

with L = M + L°. Then M is a transitive Lie algebra, with fundamental subalgebra

M° = M n L°; indeed D'M( Mn) = M n D',(Ln)for all I > 0.

For brevity, we often refer to the situation described in Lemma 1.3 by saying that

(M, M°) is a transitive subalgebra of (L, L°); when F is a formal power series ring,

we have already abbreviated this a bit further by calling a transitive subalgebra of

(Der(F), Der°(F)) simply a transitive subalgebra of Der(F).

A few more observations concerning the derived subspace, which we shall require

in the body of this paper, appear below (see, for example. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of

[5]). Part (iii) is a special case of (ii), and is given separate mention only for

convenience.

Lemma 1.4. (i) Let I be a closed ideal of a linearly compact Lie algebra L. If S is an

open subspace of I. then the normalizer N,(S) of S in L is an open subalgebra of L.

(ii) Let I be an ideal of a Lie algebra L and S a subalgebra of I. Then, the inclusion

N, (S) c NL(D,(S)) holds between the normalizers in L of S and D,(S).

(iii) Let L be a Lie algebra. Suppose that S is a subalgebra of L. and J an ideal of S.

Then D¡(J ) is an ideal of S.

Next, we consider various types of morphisms and realizations of linearly compact

and transitive Lie algebras. By a morphism of linearly compact Lie algebras, we

mean, of course, a continuous linear mapping À: L —> L' which is a Lie algebra

homomorphism between two linearly compact Lie algebras L and L'. A morphism of

transitive Lie algebras consists of a morphism of linearly compact Lie algebras

X:(L,L0)-* (L',L'())

between transitive Lie algebras ( L, L°) and ( L', L'°) such that

L' = \(L) + L'°,   ¿°«A-l(L'°);

that is, (\(L),X(L0)) forms a transitive subalgebra of (L\ L'°). When such a

morphism À is injective. we sometimes call it an embedding of transitive Lie algebras.

Let F be a formal power series ring and L a linearly compact Lie algebra. By a

transitive representation of L on F, we mean a morphism of linearly compact Lie
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algebras À: L -» Der(F) whose image X(L) is a transitive subalgebra of Der(F).

The open subalgebra M = X_1(Der°(F)) of L is then called the isotropy subalgebra

of X, and we sometimes write X: (L, M) -* Der(F) to indicate that a particular

subalgebra M of L is the isotropy subalgebra of X. As is seen at once, the formal

power series ring F on which L is transitively represented is determined, up to

isomorphism, by the choice of isotropy subalgebra M; indeed, the ring F must be

isomorphic to F{(L/M)*}. We observe also that, for all/? g Z,

D[(M) = \-l(DeTp{F));

that is, a transitive representation X is filtration-preserving with respect to the

nitrations {D[(M)}p^z and {Derp(F)}pfiZ of L and Der(F). This is an immediate

consequence of Lemma 1.3. In particular, the kernel of X must be equal to Df;(M).

It is evident that if L is a real linearly compact Lie algebra, and X: (L, M) -*

Der(F) is a transitive representation of L on a real formal power series ring F with

isotropy subalgebra M, then the complexification Xc of X is a transitive complex

representation

Xc:(Lc,Mc)-Der(Fc)

of Lc on the complex power series ring Fc with isotropy subalgebra Mc.

Concerning the existence and uniqueness of transitive representations we have the

following basic result.

Theorem 1.3. Let Lbe a linearly compact Lie algebra.

(i) Let M be an open subalgebra of L, and set U = L/M, F = F{U*}. Then, there

exists a transitive representation X: (L, M) -» Der(F) of L on F with isotropy

subalgebra M.

(ii) Let M' and M" be open subalgebras of L such that M' D M" and let

X': (L, M') -» Der(F'),   X": (L, M") -> Der(F")

be transitive representations of L on formal power series rings F' and F" having

isotropy subalgebras M' and M", respectively. Then, there exists a unique unitary

monomorphism <p: F' -» F" such that, for all £ G L and f G F',

9(X'(£)/) = X"(£) •?(/).

Moreover, the mapping tp is filtration-preserving, that is, F'1 = <p~1(F"1) for all / G Z.

In particular, if M' = M" then q> is an isomorphism.

Part (i) of this theorem appears in the foundational paper [15, Theorem III] of V.

W. Guillemin and S. Steinberg. Part (ii) is an extension of the uniqueness statement

given in conjunction with (i) by Guillemin and Sternberg; a proof of (ii) can be

found, for example in [5, Proposition 5.2]. As a consequence of (i), any transitive Lie

algebra (L, L°) can be realized as a transitive subalgebra of Der(F{(L/L0)*}); such

a realization is determined, up to the action of an automorphism of F{(L/L0)*}, by

the choice of a fundamental subalgebra L° to serve as isotropy subalgebra, according

to the last statement of (ii).

We also can give a formal geometric interpretation to part (ii) of the preceding

theorem. Let n and m be the codimensions in L of the open subalgebras M' and M"
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appearing in (ii), and view X'(L) and X"(L) as transitive subalgebras of formal

vector fields at the origin in K " and Km, respectively. Then the monomorphism <p

given by (ii) is the pullback mapping

®*:K[[xx,...,xn\\^K[[xx,...,xm]\

associated to a formal power series submersion <ï>: Km -» K", with fl>(0) = 0. Each

formal vector field X"(£), for £ g L, is ^-related to X'(£); that is,

X'(£)o$ = $,X"(£).

H. Goldschmidt [7] has proved that these constructions can be made analytic: we

can identify F' and F" with K[\xx,... ,xn]] and K\[xlt... ,xm]] in such a way that

the formal submersion $ converges in a neighborhood of the origin, and those

elements of X'(L) and X"(L) which are convergent comprise dense subalgebras in

X'(L)andX"(L).

It is convenient to recast part (ii) of Theorem 1.3 in terms of the closed unitary

subalgebras invariant under a transitive representation. In this discussion we follow

the unpublished notes of V. W. Guillemin [14].

Let F be a formal power series ring. Then a transitive subalgebra L of Der(F)

leaves no ideals of F invariant except {0} and F itself. This statement, which is

trivial to verify, suggests an apparent extension of the notion of a transitive

representation to arbitrary linearly compact local algebras. Let A be a unitary local

algebra which is linearly compact in the topology defined by taking as a fundamen-

tal system of neighborhoods of 0 the powers A' = (A°)l+ ' of the maximal ideal A0 of

A, and such that ^4/^4° is isomorphic to our ground field K. If L is a linearly

compact Lie algebra, then an appropriate candidate for a transitive representation of

L on A is a homomorphism X: L -» Der(/1) such that the subalgebra M = {£ g

L|X(£)(;40) c A0} is open in L, and no ideals of A except {0} and A itself remain

invariant under X(L). For such a representation X to exist, however, the algebra A

actually must be a formal power series ring, and X must be a transitive representa-

tion of L in our usual sense. One way to see this is to choose a transitive

representation /x: (L, M) -» Der(F) of L with isotropy subalgebra M on a formal

power series ring F; the existence of such a representation is guaranteed by (i) of

Theorem 1.3. The proof given for Proposition 5.2 of [5] applies without any essential

change to show that there exists a unitary monomorphism q>: A —* F such that

rf-'(F°) = A0, and, for all £ g L and a g A,

(1-2) M(£)-<p(û) = <p(X(£)-û).

Because <p preserves multiplication, we must have tp(A') c F' for all / > 1, and thus

<p is continuous; from (v) of Proposition 1.1 we see now that <p(A) is closed in F

Therefore, to show that <p is an isomorphism it will suffice to prove that <p(A) is

dense in F. We shall, in fact, demonstrate that

(1.3) <p(A°) + F1 = F°;

since any complement to F1 in F° generates a dense subalgebra of F (together with

the scalars K), this will suffice to complete the proof. If (1.3) were false, there would
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exist an element £ of L not lying in M such that

because (F°/F1) acts as (L/M)* under the representation /i. From (1.2), we could

conclude that

<p(X(£)-^°)cF0,

and thus X(£) • A0 c A0, which contradicts our assumption that £ G M. We have

shown, therefore, that A is isomorphic to a formal power series ring F under tp, and

that under this isomorphism, the mapping X is a transitive representation of L on A

in our previous sense.

Our work above enables us to study those closed unitary subalgebras which

remain invariant under a transitive representation. Let F be a formal power series

ring, and G a closed unitary subalgebra of F. Then G is a local algebra; indeed the

maximal ideal G ° of G is the intersection

(1.4) G°=GnF°.

To verify this statement, we observe that each element g of G not lying in G° can be

written in the form g = c • (1 — g0), where c g K is a nonzero scalar and g0 lies in

G°. Because g € F°, the inverse g"1 exists in F; moreover, we can express g"1 as a

convergent series

p = 0

in F All partial sums of this series lie in G; therefore, because G is closed, the

inverse g"1 also lies in G. This proves that G is local. Now let L be a linearly

compact Lie algebra, and let X: (L, M)-* Der(F) be a transitive representation of

L on F whose isotropy subalgebra we denote by M. Suppose that G is invariant

under X(L); then X induces a homomorphism /a: L —» Der(G), and, by (1.4), the

subalgebra NG= {£ g L|jtt(£)(G°) c G0} contains M, and is therefore open in L.

The action of ix(L) on G does not leave invariant any nontrivial ideal of G, for, if /

were an invariant ideal of G not equal to {0} or G, then / would generate in F a

nontrivial ideal, by (1.4), invariant under X(L); this is impossible, because X(L) is a

transitive subalgebra of Der(F). From our last paragraph, we conclude that G is a

formal power series ring, and that \i is a transitive representation of L on G with

isotropy subalgebra Nc. Because NG 3 M, we see from the definition of \i that the

inclusion mapping G -» F is the unique monomorphism tp associated to \i and X by

(ii) of Theorem 1.3; also, by that result, we have G1 = G Ci F1 for all / g Z. Finally,

we shall establish that each open subalgebra N of L containing M is the isotropy

subalgebra NH of exactly one closed unitary subalgebra H of F invariant under

X(L). To this end, given an open subalgebra N 3 M, choose a transitive representa-

tion

X': (L,N) -» Der(F')

of L on  a  formal power series ring F',  with isotropy subalgebra N.  Such a

representation exists by part (i) of Theorem 1.3, and, according to (ii) of that
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theorem, there exists a unique monomorphism <p: F' ^> F which intertwines the

actions of X' and X. The image H = <p(F') is therefore a closed unitary subalgebra of

F invariant under X(L), and its isotropy subalgebra NH is equal to N. Moreover, by

the last statement in (ii) of Theorem 1.3, the representation X' is uniquely determined

up to the action of an automorphism of F'; therefore, the invariant subalgebra H is

determined by N, and does not depend on X'.

For reference, we record the observations made above.

Theorem 1.4. Let L be a linearly compact Lie algebra and M an open subalgebra of

L. Suppose that X: (L, M) -» Der(F) is a transitive representation of L with isotropy

subalgebra M on a formal power series ring F. Let G be a closed unitary subalgebra of

F which is invariant under X( L ). Then G is itself a formal power series ring, with

(1.5) G'=Gr\F'

for all l G Z; moreover, the Lie algebra L is transitively represented on GbyX, and the

isotropy subalgebra

NG= {£gL|X(£)(G°)cG0}

of this representation contains M. For each open subalgebra N of L containing M, there

exists one and only one invariant closed unitary subalgebra H of F such that N = NH.

We often call NG the isotropy subalgebra of the X-invariant subring G, in the

sequel.

In a formal power series ring F, a closed unitary subalgebra G which is itself a

formal power series ring satisfying (1.5) is said to be a formal foliation. For each

formal foliation G, we can find a formal system of coordinates (/,,... ,/„) for F such

that, in the resulting identification of F with ^[[jc,,.. .,*„]], the subring G is

identified with K[[xx,... ,xm]], for some integer m with 0 < m ^ n.

Let L be a transitive Lie algebra. A fundamental subalgebra L° of L is called a

primitive subalgebra if L° is maximal among the proper open subalgebras of L, and a

transitive Lie algebra which possesses a primitive subalgebra is called a primitive Lie

algebra. According to Theorem 1.4, a transitive Lie algebra L is primitive if and only

if L can be realized as a transitive subalgebra of Der(F), for some formal power

series ring F, in such a way that L preserves no nontrivial formal foliation of F; this

is the classical definition of primitivity. Any simple linearly compact Lie algebra L is

primitive, because any maximal proper open subalgebra of L is also fundamental.

The finite-dimensional primitive Lie algebras were classified by Morozov [19]; a

treatment in English appears in [11]. Enumeration of the primitive subalgebras of a

simple Lie algebra is quite involved (for a discussion, with references, see [11]); we

shall need only the classification of primitive subalgebras for finite-dimensional

primitive Lie algebras which are not simple, which also is due to Morozov.

Theorem 1.5. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra.

(i) If L is abelian, then L is primitive if and only if the dimension of L is equal to one;

in this case, {0} is the only primitive subalgebra of L.

(ii) If L is simple, then L is primitive.
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(iii) Assume that L is semisimple but not simple. Then L is primitive if and only if it

is the direct sum L = gx © g2 of two isomorphic simple ideals gx and g2. In this case,

for each isomorphism <p: gx -* g2 a primitive subalgebra is given by the graph

of <p, and there is obtained in this way a bijective correspondence between the set of

isomorphisms gx -* g2 and the set of primitive subalgebras of L.

(iv) Assume that L is nonabelian but not semisimple. Then L is primitive if and only

if L is the direct sum L = V © g of a nonzero abelian ideal V and a nonzero subalgebra

g which acts faithfully and irreducibly on V. In this case, the subalgebra g is reductive

and is a primitive subalgebra of L, and V is both the unique minimal ideal and the only

nonzero abelian ideal of L. Moreover, the elements of V are in a bijective correspon-

dence with the primitive subalgebras of L; this correspondence is obtained by associating

to each element v g V the primitive subalgebra of L

«„-{kil + flie«)
which is conjugate to g under the inner automorphism induced by v.

It is easy to determine all derivations of a finite-dimensional primitive Lie algebra

L. Referring to Theorem 1.5, if L is abelian, then any linear mapping of L is a

derivation; if L is of either of the semisimple types (ii) or (iii), then it is a classical

result [17] that every derivation of L is inner, i.e., comes from the adjoint representa-

tion of L. When L is of the affine type (iv), we can use the faithful action of g on V

to identify L with a Lie subalgebra of the semidirect extension V © End K ( V ) of

End^(K) by the abelian ideal V. Then every derivation of L comes from the

normalizer of L in V © End^(F).

Lemma 1.5. Let L be a finite-dimensional primitive Lie algebra of the affine type

described in (iv) of Theorem 1.5, and identify L with a Lie subalgebra of V © End K(V)

by viewing g as a Lie subalgebra of End K(V). Then Der(L) is realized faithfully as the

normalizer of L in V ffi End K(V'). Decompose the reductive Lie algebra g as g = g0 ffi s,

where g0 is the center of g and s is its maximal semisimple ideal. Write Z for the

centralizer of g in End^K). Then,

Fffi(Zffis) = Der(L)

is the normalizer in V ffi End^(K) of L.

Remark. When K = C, the space Z consists of all scalar multiples of the identity

transformation of V, by Schur's lemma. In the real case, however, the Lie algebra Z

need not be abelian; this space, which is naturally identified with Endg(F), may be

quaternionic.

Proof. Let D be a derivation of L; then there exists an element v g V such that

(1.6) (D-ad(t;))(g)cg.

If g is semisimple, this statement follows from Whitehead's first lemma [17];

otherwise, there exists a nonzero transformation c g g0. Such an element c must be

an invertible linear transformation of V, by Schur's lemma, and we take v to be the

unique vector such that c(v) = D(x) mod g, which is to say that (D — &à(v))(c) lies
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in g. Because D - ad(u) is a derivation of L and [c, g] = {0}, we have, for all £ g g,

[c,(Z)-ad(<;))(£)] =0    modg,

from which we conclude that (D - ad(/j))(£) lies in g, since c acts invertibly on V.

This establishes (1.6). Next, we remark that V must be invariant under all deriva-

tions of L, since V is the only nonzero abelian ideal in L. Define a linear

transformation F g End^F) by setting T = (D - ad(v))\y. Then T lies in the

normalizer of g; indeed, for all £ G g,

[£,F] = (Z)-ad(t;))(£),

as follows from the definition of T. By construction, the element

f = (v - T) G Kffi End^(F)

lies in the normalizer of L, and satisfies

(Z> - ad(n)(V) - {0},    (L> - ad(0)(g) C g.

Because [V, g] c F, it now follows, for all £ G g and v g V, that

Md- «KrtXO] -0;

we conclude that £> = ad(f ), since g acts faithfully on K. We thus have shown that

every derivation of L comes from the normalizer of L in V ffi End^(F), and it is

trivial to check that this normalizer acts faithfully on L. Clearly, the normalizer of L

takes the form V ffi N, where N is the normalizer of g in End^K). Moreover, the

action of TV on V is irreducible, because g c N; therefore, the adjoint representation

of N is completely reducible [17]. Because g is an ideal in N, it follows that there

exists an ideal of TV complementary to (and commuting with) g. This completes the

proof.

Before we can discuss the structure of infinite-dimensional primitive Lie algebras,

we require some information concerning the endomorphism ring of a simple

transitive Lie algebra. If L is a Lie algebra over K, then the endomorphism (or

commutator) ring KL of L is the subring of End^(L) consisting of all ^-linear

mappings c: L -* L such that, for all £, îj g L,

e([£,u])=[£,c(i,)].

Rather obviously, the scalars K are embedded in KL. Moreover, if [L, L]= L then

KL is a commutative ring, since

(c,c2)([£, r,]) = cx{[i, c2(n)]) = h(£), c2(V)} = (c2c1)([£, t,]),

for all £, t) g L and el, c2 g Kl. In [12], Guillemin gave an extension to simple

transitive Lie algebras of Schur's lemma, and a representation-theoretic consequence

of that result.

Proposition 1.2. Let R be a simple transitive Lie algebra over K. Then the

endomorphism ring KR of R is a field which is a finite algebraic extension of K, and

each element c of KR is a linear homeomorphism of R. Thus, R has a natural structure

of simple transitive Lie algebra over the field KR.
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Let V be a vector space of finite dimension over K, and write y for the representation

of R on R ® K V whose action is given by

y(£)(tj® v) = [£,tj] ® v,

for all £, Tj G R and v G V. Form the KR-vector space KR ® K V, and write

p:R®Kk(Kr®kV)^R®kV

for the natural K-linear isomorphism defined by

v(i ®(c ® v)) = (c(£)) ® v,

for all £ G R, c g Kr and v g V. Then, for each y-invariant subspace W of R ® KV,

there exists a KR-subspace U of KR ®^ V such that W = v(R ®K U).

In view of Proposition 1.2, we often say that KR is the commutator field of the

simple transitive Lie algebra R.

We describe below those aspects of the structure of infinite-dimensional primitive

Lie algebras to which we make later reference. An explicit and complete classifica-

tion of such Lie algebras is known; see, for example, [13] for a classification valid

over any algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and [22] for the list which

applies over the real numbers R.

Theorem 1.6. (i) Let L be a primitive Lie algebra of infinite dimension. Then L

possesses a unique primitive subalgebra L°.

(ii) Let R be a simple transitive Lie algebra and R° a primitive subalgebra of R. Then

every derivation of R is continuous and linear over KR. Moreover, the space Der(Ä) of

derivations of R is a transitive Lie algebra over KR, and

Der°(Ä) = {D g Der(/?)|Z)(/?°) c R°)

is a primitive subalgebra of Der(R). The natural injection R —> Der(Ä), which

identifies R with the space of inner derivations, is a topological embedding of (R, R°)

as a transitive closed ideal of (Der(Ä), Der°(/?)); // R is finite-dimensional, then

Der(Ä) = R. The codimension (over KR) of R in Der(R) is < 1; thus, the quotient

Der(R)/R is abelian, and there exists a closed abelian subalgebra ofDer(R) comple-

mentary to R. The linearly compact topology possessed by Der(R) as a transitive Lie

algebra is the same as the weak topology Der( R ) inherits as a space of linear operators

on R.

(iii) Let L be an infinite-dimensional primitive Lie algebra and L° the unique

primitive subalgebra of L. Then the derived ideal of L, R = [L, L], is a simple

transitive Lie algebra of infinite dimension. Further, the action of L on R is faithful and

induces an embedding

(L,L°)->(Der(Ä),Der°(Ä))

of (L, L°) as a transitive closed subalgebra (over K) of (Der(Ä),Der°(/?)) which

contains R; here Der(Ä) is given the primitive Lie algebra structure described in (ii).

There exists a finite-dimensional subspace V of L such that [V, L] = R.

Proofs of parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1.6 can be found in the classification paper

of Guillemin [13]; part (ii) is essentially due to C. Freifeld [6]. The last statement in

(ii) is an easy consequence of Chevalley's theorem (see Lemma 2.6 of [5]).
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A formal model for Lie algebras of vector fields depending on parameters will be

needed in the sequel; for this, we employ the completed tensor product. Let L be a

linearly compact Lie algebra and F be a formal power series ring. Then, the ordinary

tensor product L®KF carries a natural Lie algebra structure, whose action on

decomposable elements is expressed by the formula

[£®/,Tj®g] - [£,i]]®(/g),

for all £, t) g L and /, g g F. It is verified easily that there exists a unique structure

of a linearly compact Lie algebra on the completed tensor product L ®KF which

extends the structure we defined above on the dense subspace L ® K F of L ®^ F By

means of a formal system of coordinates, identify F with the power series ring

K[[xx,...,xn]]; then elements of L ¿¿.Fare identified with formal sumsLaeN., £axa

whose coefficients £a lie in L. Here, the usual multi-index notation

Xa = x? -x? ■ ...-x""

has been employed. Given two elements of L ®KF,

Í =  I L*a-  v =  I vßxß,
oeN" ßeN"

the Lie bracket in L ® K F is expressed as

yeN"^a + y8 = y '

as it is easy to check.

The Lie algebra Der(F) is represented naturally by derivations on L ®^F; this

action is expressed, on decomposable elements, by

M£®/) = £®(?-/),
for all £ G L, / g F and f g Der(F). Again, this action extends uniquely to yield a

structure of a linearly compact topological Der(F)-module on the completed tensor

product L è>KF. Since Der(F) acts by derivations of the Lie algebra structure of

L ® K F, we can form, for any closed subalgebra A of Der( F ), the semidirect product

(L é>KF) ® A, which is a linearly compact topological Lie algebra. When L is a

transitive Lie algebra and A is a transitive subalgebra of Der(F), this construction

results in a transitive Lie algebra structure on the semidirect product (see, for

example, [5]).

Lemma 1.6. Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra and F a formal power series ring.

Suppose that (A, A0) is a transitive Lie subalgebra of Der(F). Then, the semidirect

product

S = (L ®KF) ®A

is a transitive Lie algebra, and the subalgebra

S°= {{L°êKF)+(LèKF°))(BA0

is a fundamental for S.

In constructing homomorphisms and realizations of transitive Lie algebras, an

essential role is played by the cohomology of a complex introduced into the study of
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transitive Lie pseudogroups by D. C. Spencer [24]. Let V be a finite-dimensional

vector space. Over the symmetric algebra S(V), we consider those modules G =

© eZGp which are graded, in the sense that Sq(V) ■ Gp c Gp_q for all p, q g Z. If

{/ is a vector space over K, then Hom^SÍK), U) has a natural S^l^-module

structure obtained from multiplication in S(V),

(a ■ T){b) = T(a ■ b)

for all a, b G S(V) and F G HomK(S(V), U). The tensor product

U®KS(V*)=  © {U®KS»(V*))

is identified with a submodule, graded in the sense above, of HomK(S(V), U). This

graded module and its submodules will be encountered frequently in the sequel.

In a graded S(F)-module G, multiplication by  V <z S(V) defines a natural

mapping

8: Gp -+ Gp_x ®KAlV* = HomK(V,Gp_x),

for all p G Z. We extend this definition to make G®^A(F*)a bigraded complex,

defining

8: Gp ®KA<V* -+ Gp_x ®KAq+lV*

in bidegree ( p, q) by specifying that, for all g g Gp and w G A'K*,

S(g®w) = (8(g)) A«.

For each v g K, write 8„: G^ -+ Gp_! for multiplication by v in the S(K)-module G.

Then the definition of 8 just given amounts to

i

8(ß)(v0A   ■■■ Avg)=  L(-1)7M0Ua   ••• Aß,. A   ••• Aü,)),
7-0

for all ß g Gp ®KA"K* and (Jq,...,^ g V; the circumflex in this formula indi-

cates that the underlying term has been deleted. A trivial computation shows now

that 8 ° 8 = 0; that is, the sequence

Gp+l ®KM-lV* -t Gp ®KA«V* - Gp,x ®KA«+lV*

is a complex, for all p, q g Z. We call the bigraded complex {G^ ® A?F*, 8}p qeZ

the Spencer complex of the graded module G, and we denote by Hpq(G) the

cohomology of this complex at Gp ®K AqV*. This bigraded cohomology

{Hpq(G)}p q(BZ is called the Spencer cohomology of G.

The computation of Spencer cohomology, for those cases which arise later in this

paper, is summarized below. These results are well known (see, for example, [24]).

Lemma 1.7. (i) Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space and W* a subspace of the

dual space V*. Suppose that U is a (not necessarily finite-dimensional) vector space,

and form the graded S(V)-module U ®KS(W*). Then,for allj > 0 and I > 0,

HJ'{U®KS(W*))= {0}.
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Write V0for the annihilator (W*)-1- of W* in V. Then, for all I > 0, a (0, i)-cochain

w G U ®K A'V* is a cocycle; the corresponding cohomology class

[w]eH"(VKS(W))

vanishes if and only if, for all vx,.. . ,i>, £ V0,

u(vx A v2 A   • - • A v¡) = 0.

In particular, if W* = V*, then the cohomology groups H'-'(U ®KS(V*)) vanish in all

bidegrees (j, I) except (0,0).

(ii) Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space and W* a complex subspace of the

complex dual space (Vc)*. Suppose that U is a (not necessarily finite-dimensional)

complex vector space and form the graded S(V)-module U ®CS(W*). Then, for all

j > Oandl ^ 0,

HJJ{UQCS(W*)) = {0}.

Write (Vc)0for the annihilator (W*)"~ of W* in Vc. For all I > 0, each (0, l)-cochain

u g U ® R A'V* is a cocycle and regarded as an alternating ¡-linear map V X ■ ■ ■ X V

-* U, determines a unique complexification

wcG L®CA'(KC)*;

the cohomology class of w, [u] G H0l(U ®CS( W*)), vanishes if and only if, for all

vx,...,v,<s (Vc)0,

"ci^i A  ' ' " A vi) = 0.

Let G be a graded S(F)-module in which there exists a smallest (possibly

negative) integer m with Gm =t {0}; shifting the graduation of G, we can suppose

that m is equal to 0. Assume that

8:Gq^Gq_x®KA1V*

is injective in each bidegree (q, 0) with q > 0. Then, a simple induction shows that

multiplication by Sq(V) in G defines an injective mapping

*,: Gq - G0 9KSi(V) - HomK(S"(V), G0),

for each q > 0. We can sum these maps to obtain an embedding

(1.7) ^:G-G0®^5(K*)

of G as a graded S(F)-submodule of G0 ®KS(V*). We call such a graded module G

p-acyclic, for an integer p > 0, if the Spencer cohomology groups Hrs(G) are

reduced to {0} for all r > 1 and 0 < s < p. Note that any graded module of the type

considered in this paragraph is 0-acyclic and that any graded morphism between two

such modules is completely determined by its homogeneous term of degree zero. We

close this preliminary section with

Lemma 1.8. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space and

g= ®gp,  G'= © g;
jieZ />eZ
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graded S(V)-modules with G_p = G'_p = {0} for p > 0. Suppose that 8 is injective in

both modules in all bidegrees (p,0) with p > 0, and that G' is 1-acyclic. Let p0:

G0 -» G0 be a linear map. Then, there exists a unique graded homomorphism of

S(V)-modules p.: G —* G', whose zeroth homogeneous term is p.0, ;/ and only if the

linear mapping

(/i0® id)° 8: Gx -» G'Q®KAlV*

satisfies

(/to®id)(8(G1))c8(Gi).

The proof of this lemma is straightforward.

2. Extensions of transitive Lie algebras. We begin by defining a filtered Lie algebra

structure on closed ideals of linearly compact Lie algebras. Essentially, this construc-

tion was introduced by Guillemin in [12].

Lemma 2.1. Let L be a linearly compact Lie algebra and I a closed ideal of L.

Suppose that J is a closed ideal of I; then, if the quotient I/J is a transitive Lie algebra,

the normalizer of J in L, N = NL(J), is an opfn subalgebra of L. Assume that N is

open. Define a filtration

(2.1) '-^(/./)-{^U

of I by setting I} = I for j < 0, Ix = J and IJ+X = D[(J) for j ^ 1. Then I is endowed

with a structure of filtered Lie algebra; that is, [Ij, I¡\ C Ij + /for allj, / G Z. Moreover,

[N, I,] c /. for all j G Z; that is, the normalizer N preserves &■. Let M be an open

subalgebra of L contained in N and write V for the finite-dimensional vector space

L/M. For each integer j the bilinear mapping L X Ij -» Ij_,, given by the Lie bracket,

factors, since M preserves tF', to a map

Pj: V x(lj/IJ+l) - (/,_,//,).

Form the graded Lie algebra

gr(/,jr)= e gr'(/,¿o= e(v7,+i);
yez yeZ

then the sum of the family { Pj }7<EZ is naturally identified with a linear mapping

p: K-End*(gr(/,JF)).

Regard Vas an abelian Lie algebra. Then p is a representation of Von gr(7, J*"); thus,

identifying the universal enveloping algebra of V with the symmetric algebra S(V),

there results a structure of S(V)-module on %x(I,!F). Furthermore, this module

structure is graded, in the sense that, for allj, l G Z,

5^(F).gr/(/,^)cgr/^(/,^),

and gr " '( /, &) = {0}, for all I > 0. In the Spencer complex of %x(I, & ), the operator

8: gr'(/, &) -» gr'-1(L &) ®KAlV*
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is injective for all / > 0. The monomorphism of S(V)-modules

(2.2) ^:gr(/,Jf)-»(//y)®Ar5(n

defined in (1.7) is also a monomorphism of graded Lie algebras. Endow gr(/, !F) and

S(V) with the topologies they inherit as subspaces of the linearly compact products

ngrU^),     YIS'(V),
/eZ /eZ

respectively. Then gr(/, J5") is a graded topological Lie algebra and topological

S(V)-module; therefore, each operator of the Spencer complex

8: gr'(7, 3F) ®KA'V* -» gr>_1(/, J*") ®* A/+1K*

/i continuous, for allj, l G Z.

Proof. We shall be fairly brief since a detailed description of a construction very

similar to the present one exists in [12, §6 and 5, §4].

Assume first that I/J is a transitive Lie algebra, and let 5 be the preimage in / of

a fundamental subalgebra of I/J. Then,

J = Z>,»(S) = f)D¡(S).
/s»o

The normalizer NL(S) of S in L is an open subalgebra of L, by part (i) of Lemma

1.4; moreover, according to part (ii) of that lemma each of the normalizers

NL(D',(S)) containsNL(S). Thus,

N-NL(J)? ClNL(Di(S))?NL(S),
/»o

which shows that N is an open subalgebra of L.

For the remainder of the proof, we do not assume that I/J is transitive. Part (ii) of

Lemma 1.2 and part (iii) of Lemma 1.4 show that the filtration J5", as we have

defined it in (2.1), endows / with a structure of filtered Lie algebra, and that each

closed ideal L of the filtration Jms stable under the adjoint action of N. Assuming

the existence of an open subalgebra M of L contained in N, the definition of the

S( V )-module structure of gr(/, !F) outlined in the lemma is, for the most part,

self-explanatory; we note only that the reason that p is a representation of V, as an

abelian Lie algebra, lies in Jacobi's identity. To prove that the embedding \p, defined

in (2.2), is a Lie algebra homomorphism, we remark first that each mapping p(v),

for v g V, is a derivation of the Lie algebra gr(/, J5"), again by Jacobi's identity. In

the S(V)-module structure of (I/J) ®KS(V*), the space V also acts by derivations

of the Lie algebra structure, as is seen at once. From these observations, we prove

that, for all/?, q s* 0 and a g grp(I, 3?) and b g grq(I, &),

[*(«),*(*>)] =^{\a,b\),

by induction on p + q. The case p + q = 0 holds because \p is the identity mapping

gr°(/, 5F) -* I/J in degree zero. If the result has been established for p + q - 1,

then because ¡p is a morphism of 5(F)-modules and V acts by derivations of degree
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-1 in both graded Lie algebras involved, we have, for all a g &p(I, 3P), b G

gTq(I, J^) and v g V,

v ■ *([a, b)) = *{p{v)[a, b\) = i([p(v)a, b] + [a, p(v)b])

= [^(p(v)a),^(b)] +[*(a),4,(p(v)b)]

= [vi(a),t(b)]+[i(a),vt(b)}

= v[4,(a),4/(b)}.

This is equivalent to saying that

«(*([«,*]))-i([*(a),*(6)]);

since 8 is injective in (I/J) ®KS(V*) in bidegree (p + a, 0), our result is established

by induction on p + q. The topological 5(F)-module structure of gr(7, &) is

obtained immediately from continuity of the Lie bracket in L. This concludes the

proof.

In Theorem 2.1, which appears below, we consider essentially the following

question: Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra, and suppose that

0 -» F -* L' ^ L - 0,

0 -» /" - L" ^ L -> 0

are linearly compact extensions of L by closed ideals F and /". Write M' and M"

for the preimages in L' and L" of L°, and let /' and /" be closed ideals of /' and /"

such that

[M',J']cJ',    [M", J"]czJ".

Using the construction in Lemma 2.1, form the nitrations !F' = ^L(T, J') and

!F" = !FL„(I", J") of /' and /", respectively, and obtain from these the associated

graded Lie algebras and 5(K)-modules gr(F, J*"') and gr(7", &"), where V = L/L°.

Suppose now that p.: gr(/', ¿F') -* gr(7", &") is a homomorphism of graded Lie

algebras and 5(F)-modules. By a morphism of extensions, we mean a morphism <j>:

L' -* L" of topological Lie algebras such that the diagram

L'       -»       L"

■n' \ I It"

id
L       -^        L

is commutative; such a mapping necessarily satisfies <f>(/') c I". Then we ask: When

does a morphism of extensions <i> exist whose restriction to /',

♦I/.: /' - /",
is filtration preserving, and has associated graded mapping

gr(*|/.):gr(/',.?-')-»gr(/",.F")

equal to p.? Assuming that gr(7", ÍF") is 2-acyclic, we offer a complete solution to

our question in Theorem 2.1. This result is an analogue, for extensions of transitive
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Lie algebras, of the embedding theorem for transitive Lie algebras given by D. S.

Rim [21]. An existence theorem for extensions analogous to the result proved for

truncated Lie algebra structures by Guillemin and Sternberg [15, Theorem II] also

can be formulated; we prefer to postpone its presentation to another occasion.

THEOREM 2.1. Let L and L' be linearly compact Lie algebras. Suppose that M and

M' are open subalgebras of L and L', respectively, and set

7 =/J>Z°°(A/),    T = D£(M');

write it: L —> L/I and it': L' -» L'/T for the corresponding projections. Assume that

there exists an embedding of transitive Lie algebras

X: (L/I, M/I) -* (L'/T, M'/r).

Identify the finite-dimensional vector spaces L/M and L'/M' under the isomorphism

L/M —* L'/M' induced by X, and write V for the common vector space so obtained;

choose an injective linear mapping 0: V —> L such that, for all v G V, Q(v) = v

mod M. Let J' be a closed ideal of I' such that

(2.3) M'CNL,(J'),   D?(J')= {0}.

Assume that <f>0: L -> L' is a continuous linear mapping such that the diagram

(2.4)

L'

m \ i ■n'

L/i    -*    L'/r

is commutative. Set, for all £, t; g L,

«oU.i)= [*o(0<*o(i»)] -*>(U.il);
then a0: L X L -» T is a continuous bilinear antisymmetric map. Suppose that, for all

£, TJ G M,

(2.5) a0(£,7j) = 0    mod F.

Then the inverse image J = <^l(J') is a closed ideal of I such that M c NL(J), and the

restriction <i>0\, induces a monomorphism of topological Lie algebras p0: I/J ~» I'/J'.

Define, by (2.1), filtrat ions

*-*L(i,J)-{ij}Jmv ^'=^,(F,r)={/;}jeZ,

of I and I', respectively; form the associated graded Lie algebras and S(V)-modules

gr(7, #") and gr(F, J*"'). In the Spencer cohomology of gr(F, IF'), assume that

HlA(%x(I', &')) = {0} for allj > 1. If the mapping

(p0® id)oS:gr1(/, 3F) -» gr°(F, ?') ®KAXV*

between the Spencer complexes o/gr(7, J5") and gr(F, &') satisfies

(2.6) ((Mo ® id)o8)(gr1(/, *)) c 8(gr\l', &')),

then there exists a unique monomorphism of graded Lie algebras and S(V)-modules

p: gr(/, &) -» gr(/\ *')
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whose graded term of degree zero is equal to p0. For j = 1,2, write p : L' -» L'/T, for

the vector space projections of L' onto L'/I[ and L'/I2, respectively. Define a

continuous linear mapping

b0:M -> gr°(F, 3F')<B>KAlV*

and an element

c0G gr°(F, &') ®KA7V*

by setting, for all £ G M and v,w G V,

(b0tt))(v) = a0(e(v),t)    mod/,

c0(v A w) = a0(Q(v),@(w))    modF.

Then b0 is independent of the choice of linear splitting 0; moreover, in the Spencer

cohomology of the graded S(V)-module gr(F, &'), the cohomology classes

[Mí)]e/Í01(gr(/',^'))

of ¿>0(£), for all£(= M and [c0] G //02(gr(F, &')) ofc0 depend on <p0 only through its

projection p, ° <¡>0. Assume that [é0(í)] vanishes for all £ G M; then (2.6) is satisfied,

and the cohomology class [c0] is also independent o/0. Moreover, if

evM-grV.JF')

denotes the unique continuous linear mapping such that 8(e0(£)) = Z»0(£), for all

£ g M, then the difference

depends only on px°<t>0. Suppose, in addition, that the cohomology class [c0] also

vanishes, and that, for allj > 1,

/F2(gr(F,Jn)= {0}.

Then, there exists a morphism of topological Lie algebras <f>: L -» L' such that, for

a//£G L,

(2-7) *U) = *o(0    modF,

and, thus, the diagram

L'

L'/r

is commutative. When restricted to M, this morphism <J> satisfies

(2.9) *U(0 = *i(0    mod/2

for all £ G M. Moreover, I = <j>~1(I') and the restriction <j>\, is filtration-preserving;

that is, for allj g Z,

(2.10) ij -♦-1(/;).

(2.8) »4
L//
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In particular, the kernel of § is D™(J). The graded morphism associated to <¡>,

gr(<>):gr(/,^)-gr(F,^'),

is equal to p..

Furthermore, suppose that Ï and /* are closed ideals of L and L' contained in I and

I', respectively. Write

for the filtrations of Ï and I* obtained from the intersections

h-!nIj>   f = '*n/;,

for all j G Z; then gr(/, #) and gr(I*, &*) are canonically identified with graded

Lie subalgebras and S(V)-submodules of gr(7, &) and gr(/', !F'), respectively. As-

sume that, for allj > 1, W\%x(l*, &*)) - {0}. //

(2.11) *,(/) c/*//f,

then <t>(ï) c /*. In this case, the restriction <¡>\¡ is filtration-preserving, i.e., L =

(<t>\i)~1(IJ't), for allj G Z, and the associated graded morphism

gr(<i»|;):gr(/,#)-gr(/*,^*)

coincides with the restriction to gr(7, ß~)ofp.

Proof. Because (2.4) is a commutative diagram, the values of a0 lie in /', as we

stated. From (2.3) and (2.5), we see that <f>0 induces a morphism of topological Lie

algebras M -* M'/J', and because the diagram (2.4) is commutative, we have

I = ¿^'(F). The preimage </>¿HF) is, therefore, a closed ideal J of M contained in /,

and ¿>0 induces a monomorphism M/J -» M'/J'; we have written pQ for the

restriction of this map to I/J. Because gr(F, &') is 1-acyclic, it follows from

Lemmas 1.8 and 2.1 that whenever (2.6) holds there exists a unique monomorphism

of graded 5(F)-modules

u:gr(7, ^■)-»gr(/',^")

whose graded term of degree zero is equal to p0. Moreover, we then have a

commutative diagram

/i„®(id)
{i/j)9Ks(v)      -      (r/j')®Ks(v)

gr(/,^) -* gr(F,J^')

where \p and \p' are the monomorphisms defined in (2.2). The map p0 ® (id) is

obviously a monomorphism of graded Lie algebras, as are xp and xp', by Lemma 2.1.

We thus conclude that p. is also a monomorphism of graded Lie algebras, as asserted.

To check that the cohomology classes [¿>0(£)], for £ g M, and [c0] depend on <f>0 only

through its projection px ° <¡>0, choose another continuous linear mapping <b'0: L -» L'

such that pj » <p0 = pj o <¡>'0. Set

e' = P2°(<i>0 - 4>o): L - gr'(F, &'),
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and define an element/' g gr'(F, &') ®KAlV* by setting, for all v g V,

f'(v) = e'(e(v)).

Write a'0: L X L -» /' for the antisymmetric bilinear map obtained by substituting

<f>ó for <p0 in the definition of a0. Then, for all £, tj g L,

«'„(£, i,)-«0(£,î,) = [</>0(£), ^U)] " [*o(i). *o(l)] + *»([*. il) ~ *o([€,i?])

= [*ó(0, <f>o(*>)] - [*o(0. *o(i»)]    mod ̂

- [(<&>-</>o)(£),<f>o(l)] +[*o(í),(*ó-*o)(il)]    mod y.

Because (2.4) is a commutative diagram, we have, for all v G V,

4>ó(0(f)) = <f>o(0(u)) = y   mod A/'

and (¿>Ó)_1(M') = (^^(Af) = M- From the definition of the 5(F)-module struc-

ture of gr(F, &') and (2.3), we see that, for all £ g M and v g V,

a'o(0(l,),£)-ao(0(l;),£)

= [{<j>'0 - <,o)(0(t,)),<Po(£)] + [<p0(Q(v)),(4>'0 - <i>0)(£)]    mod F

- [<Po(0(iO),(<î>o-<f>o)(£)]    mod F

= (fi(e'(0))(«)    mod/'.

This shows that the effect of replacing ¿>0 by <¡>'0 in the definition of b0 is to replace b0

by b0 + 8 °(e'\M). Similarly, for all v, w g V,

a'0(e(v),@(w)) - a0(e(v),Q(w))

= [(«i,0 - *o)(e(i>)),*G(e(w))] + [<>o(0(O).(<K> - *o)(e(w))]   mod f

= -(«(/'( «,)))(*) + (8(/'(w)))(")    mod/'

= (8/')(üAw)    mod/',

which shows that c0 is replaced by c0 + 8/' when </>0 is replaced by <i>0. Now we check

the effect of changing the linear splitting 0. Let 0': V -* L be another such linear

splitting; then, by (2.5) we have, for all £ g M and v g V,

ao((0'(u)-0(i>)),£) = O    mod/'.

This shows that the linear mapping b0 does not depend on 0. Now assume that the

cohomology class [¿>0(£)] vanishes, for all £ g M. We showed above that this

condition depends only on p¡ ° <j>0; in fact, in terms of the notation employed above,

if e'0: M -* gTl(T, &') is the continuous linear mapping which is obtained by

replacing </>0 for <p0 in the definition of e0, then, because S is injective in bidegree

(1,0), e'Q = e0 + e'. Thus, by the definition of e',

(p20<í>ó)U- e'o= (P2°<t>o)\M-eo   mod/2,

which shows that <¡>x depends only on px ° </>0. To check the effect of changing 0

upon [c0], under these hypotheses, set

h = e0o(@' - 0)g ffl(r,^')9KAlV*.
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We have already proved that b0 is independent of 0; thus, for all v, w G V,

a0(e'(v),@'(w)) - a0(@0(v),@(w))

= a0(6'(v),(Q' - 0)(w)) + ao((0' - ©)(*,), 0(h>))

= M(0' - ©)(hO)(i>) - M(9' - ®)(v))(")    mod/'

= (8(h(w)))(v)-(8(h(v)))(w)    mod/'

= (8h)(v A w)   mod/',

and so the effect of replacing 0 by 0' is to replace c0 by c0 + 8h. To show that our

hypotheses imply (2.6), write w2 and ir2 for the projections of/ and /' onto gr'(7, J5")

and gTl(T, &'), respectively. Then, for all £ g / and v g V,

M«)<«0" to>(e(»)).*>(Ol-*>([*(»). «1)
= 8(«°<t>o\j)U))(v) - HoiH*2tt))(v))    mod/';

therefore, in terms of cohomology classes we have, for all £ g /,

[MOl--í((Mo®M).«)(ir2(É))].

Thus, the condition (2.6) is equivalent to requiring that [è0(£)l vanish for all £ g /;

this is surely true when [è0(£)] vanishes for all £ G M, as we have assumed.

We now take up the construction of <J>. From the mapping <i>0, we shall exhibit a

sequence of continuous linear mappings <p,: L -> L' for all integers / > 0, which is

obtained by induction on /, and has the following properties:

(i) For all / 3= 0 and £ G L, we have <f>/+1(£) = <í>/(¿) mod I¡, and therefore the

diagram

is commutative.

(ii) Define a continuous bilinear antisymmetric mapping a,: L X L -» /', for each

/ > 0, by setting, for all £, ï) g L,

«,(£,t,)= k(É),*,(iï)] -*/([*,i»D-
Then, for all £, tj g L and / > 0, we have <*/(£, t\) = 0 mod //.

(iii) For each integery with 0 </ < / + 1, the relation F = <t>]1(Ij) is satisfied by

<í>„ for all / 3* 0.

Prior to constructing the sequence {^>/}/>0' we now indicate how the morphism </>

will be obtained from this sequence. The filtration &' consists of a descending chain

{I¡)i>0 of closed ideals of /' which, according to the second part of (2.3), satisfies

C\¡>0I¡ = (0}. We may therefore apply Chevalley's theorem to conclude from (i)

that the sequence {<t>i}t>0 converges uniformly to a continuous linear mapping

d> = lim,..^ i»,: L -* L' such that (2.8) forms a commutative diagram, and from (ii)

that <p is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Clearly, then,

</>(£) = *,({)       mod/;+1,

(2.12)

L/I
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for all £ g L and / 3= 0; thus we have (2.7). Moreover, when we define <f>, it will be

such that <¡>X\M agrees, modulo /2, with what we have called <pj in the statement of

our theorem, and therefore (2.9) will be satisfied. The filtration-preserving property

(2.10) of <p is a direct consequence of (iii). By (2.9), the associated monomorphism of

graded Lie algebras gr(<f>) has p0 for its graded term of degree zero. Moreover,

because the diagram (2.8) is commutative we have, for all v g V,

4>(e(v)) = v   mod M'.

Hence, by the definition of the 5(F)-module structures of gr(7, 3?) and gr(F, S*'),

the equation

¿.([©(u), £])=[<*>(©(.)), *(£)],

for all v G V and £ G /, implies that gr(<p) is also a morphism of S(K)-modules.

Since p. is the unique such morphism with zeroth graded term p0, it must be equal to

gr(<p).

As indicated above, our construction of the sequence {<¡>i)/>0 proceeds from <i>0 by

induction on /. Assume that <j>t has been constructed. Then, according to (ii) we may

define continuous linear mappings

a,: M X M — gr'(F, &'),    b,: M -> gr'(F, 9") ®KÑV*,

and an element

c,e gr'(/',J^')®^A2K*,

by setting, for all £, tj g M and v, w G V,

a/(£,îj) = a/(£,Tj)    mod/'+1,

(6,(0)(o)-«/(»("). i)    mod/;+1,

c,(v A w) = a/(0((j),0(w))    mod I'l+X.

Observe that b0 and c0 coincide with the objects we have so named in the statement

of our theorem. We now claim that both ¿>,(£), for all £ g M, and c, are cocycles in

the Spencer complex of gr(F, 3*'); this is trivial for / = 0, since gr''(F, J5"') = {0}.

Furthermore, we claim that the mapping a, vanishes identically; for / = 0 this is our

hypothesis (2.5), while for / 3= 1 it is equivalent to asserting that a,(£, tj) is also a

cocycle in the Spencer complex, for all £, 17 g M, because 8 is injective in bidegree

(/, 0). We may assume, therefore, that / > 1 in establishing our claims. To give a

convenient expression for the 8-operator, we define a trilinear antisymmetric map

ß,: L X L X L - F

by setting, for all £¡, £2, £3 G L,

AU1.i2.f3)-   I   [♦,(€*).«/(M*)]'
(i.J.k)

where the sum extends over all cyclic permutations (;, j, k) of (1,2,3). Because

(2.12) is a commutative diagram, we have <f>,(0(i;)) = v mod M' for all v g V, and

[*,(M),/;]c[M',/;]c/;.
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From this and the antisymmetry of ah we obtain the following expressions for the

8-operator, for all £, tj g M and u, v, w g V:

fi(fl,(€,ij))(ü) = A(e(i;),£,í,)    mod/;,

8(b,U))(v Aw)- ßt(&(v), 0(w), £)    mod //,

8c,(u A v A w) = 0,(0(k), ©(«>), ©(*))    mod//.

Hence, to prove our claims it will certainly suffice to show that, for all £x, £2, £3 G L,

ft(£,,£2,£3) = 0   mod/;.

However, applying our inductive hypothesis (ii) we see that, for all £x, £2, £3 g L,

(/.y,*) (/.>.*)

=  E l*,(a\*MjUÁtk)]] - E ♦i([[«,.«J.«J)

and both of these last cyclic sums vanish, by Jacobi's identity; this establishes our

claims. We have assumed that gr(F, 3?') is 2-acyclic, and that the cohomology

classes [/>,(£)], for all £ g M, and [c0] both vanish. By our cocycle claims established

above and Lemma 2.1, together with parts (v) and (vi) of Proposition 1.1, there exists

a continuous linear mapping e¡: M -» gr'+1(F, 3*'), and an element /, g

gr/+1(F, W) ®KAXV*, such that, for all £ g M,

(2.13) «(«,(«))- M«),   «//"C/!

because 8 is injective in bidegree (/ + 1,0), the mapping e¡ is unique. Observe that e0

is the same map given that name in the theorem. Choose a continuous linear

mapping e which splits the exact sequences of topological vector spaces

o-/;+2-/;+1- gr/+1(/\jr')-0;
*—>
£

such a splitting exists by (vi) of Proposition 1.1. To define <¡>¡+ ls we set

*/+i(€)-*/(0 -(e-e,)(€),

for all £ G Af, and

♦/+i(e(»))-♦/(©(«O)-(«•//)(»).

for all v g K. Since 0(K) is a finite-dimensional vector space complementary to M

in L, and e, is continuous and M is open in L, a well-defined continuous linear

mapping <j>l+x: L -» L' is obtained, which obviously satisfies (i). To see that (ii) holds

for 4>l+,, we first note that, for all £, tj g L,

=   k+lU). (<*>/+!   -*/)(!»)]   + [(*/+!-*/)(«). */(!»)]

-(*/+i -*/)([€.i])

= [*/+1(É).(*/+i-*/)(»>)] +[(*/+i -*/)(i)^*/(»l)]    mod/;+1.
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Therefore, for all £, tj g M and v, w g V, we have

(«/+i - «,)(£, t|) = 0   mod/;+1,

(«,+ 1 - «,)(©(»), £) = -8(eM))(v)    mod I'l+X,

(«/+! -a,)(e(o),e(w)) = -8f,(v r\ w)    mod/;+1.

Recalling that a, vanishes identically, we see from (2.13) and the definitions of a,, b¡

and c, that <J>/+1 meets our requirement (ii). Observe that that the restriction <i>,|M

coincides with what we have called <j>, in the theorem, as we promised that it would.

To verify (iii) for /+ 1, we first remark that the only case in question isy = / + 2,

since (i) holds for / + 1, and (iii) holds for /. The image <f>/+1(L) satisfies <i>/+1(L) +

M' = L', since (2.12) commutes. Therefore, applying the definitions of the filtrations

J^and &', and (i) for / + 1 and (iii) for y = / + 1, we see that

♦7ii(/;+2)- Ue//+1|[L',<f>,+ 1(£)]c/;+1}

= {¿e/,+ 1|[<í,/+1(L),<í»/+,(£)] c/;+1}

= (Í6//+1|*/+,([I.{])C7J+1)

= {£e//+1|[L,£]c/;+1} = //+2,

which proves (iii) for j = I + 2, and thus completes the inductive construction of

{«M/>o-
It only remains to demonstrate the final paragraph of our theorem. Because /* is

a closed ideal of L', it will suffice, by Chevalley's theorem, to show that any closed

ideal I of L which meets the requirement (2.11) satisfies

(2.14) ♦(/)c/# + //

for all / 3= 0. Moreover, according to (2.9), the condition (2.11) is equivalent to

requiring that (2.14) holds for 1=2, which is therefore where we begin our

induction. Suppose that (2.14) holds for some integer / 3* 2. Write

P/+1:/;-gr'(/',*■')

for the natural projection. Given £ G /, choose tj, g /* such that <£(£) = t), mod //

by our inductive hypothesis. Because (2.8) is a commutative diagram, we have

<(>(Q(v)) = v mod M' for all v g V, and therefore, in the Spencer complex of

gr(/',^'),

8(p,+ 1(<i>(£) -ij,))(i>)« [*(e(i;)),*(0-1/]    mod/;

= <í»([0((j),£])-[^,(0([;)),t,/]    mod/;.

But [0(d), £] g / and [<£(©(i>)). 1,] G /*, whence, by our inductive hypothesis,

S(p/+1(«i>(£) - ï,,)) g gr'-H/*, ^#) ®^A'K*.

Because gr(/*, 3V*) is 1-acyclic and / - 1 3* 1, we conclude that there exists an

tj G /* such that

</>(£) = Vi + V   mod/;+1,

which proves (2.14) for / -I- 1, and thus, by induction, for all / 3^ 0. This completes

the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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In most of our applications of Theorem 2.1, we exploit the presence of specific

conditions on the structure of gr(/, 3?). Without further restrictions, however, we

can achieve the following realization of /.

Corollary 2.1. Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra. Suppose that M is an open

subalgebra of L containing L° and define a transitive Lie algebra

(M, Io) = (M/(Z>£(L0)), L°/(Z>£(L0))).

Set U— L/M, F= F{U*}, and choose a transitive representation X: (L,M)—>

Der(F); write e: L/M -» U = Der(F)/Der°(F)/o/- the linear isomorphism induced

by X. Form the semidirect product

S = (M®^F)eDer(F),

which is a transitive Lie algebra with fundamental subalgebra

S° = ((L° èKF) +{M èKF0)) © Der°(F);

let p: S -* Der(F) be the natural projection. Then, there exists an embedding of

transitive Lie algebras <f>: (L, L°) -» (S, S°) such that p ° <i> = X, and

D?(M) = <t>-l(MèKF),

D?(M)nDiï(L°) = <pl{Mê>KF0).

Furthermore, suppose that I is a closed ideal of L contained in M, and set J = I n

Dm(L°); then J is a closed ideal of M contained in I, and the quotient Î = /// is

identified with a closed ideal of M. Under these assumptions, the space

I èKF<z M èKF

forms a closed ideal of S, and <t>(I) C / ®KF. Write Jr= { //}/eZ for the filtration

¿FL(I, J) defined in (2.1) and form the associated graded Lie algebra and S(U )-module

gr(/, JT). Then, for aille Z,

//-(♦l/)"l(/*jfF'-1).

and the associated monomorphism of graded Lie algebras gr(<f>): gr(/, ¿F) -» /

® K S(U*) is related to the morphism xp defined in (2.2) by gr(<i>) = (id ® S(e'i'))°xp.

Proof. For convenience, we shall assume that the linear isomorphism e induced

by X is equal to the identity; the general case is obtained trivially from this. We shall

apply Theorem 2.1, with

L' = (M®fCF)®\(L),   M' = (MèKF)®\(M),

I' = M®KF,   J' = MèKF°,    V=U;

then /; = M è>KF', for / g Z, are the elements of the filtration !F' of /', and thus

gr(F, 3er') = M ®KS(U*). Therefore, in all bidegrees (p,q)* (0,0), we have, by

Lemma 1.7,

Hpq(gT(I',<F'))= {0},
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and so the only cocycle requirement we shall be obliged to meet with our initial map

<í>0 is (2.5). Choose an injective linear mapping 0: U -* L such that, for all u g U,

0(w) = u   mod M,

write tt: M -» M for the natural projection, and identify M with the closed subspace

M <8>KK of M ê>K F; then M is complementary to M ® F°. Define a continuous

linear mapping <i>0: L -» 5 by setting, for all £ G M and m g U,

*>(«)-»(« +MO.   c4,o(0(M)) = X(0(M)).

Evidently, we have p°<j>0 = X, and because X and w are homomorphisms whose

images X(L) and it(M) commute in S, the restriction <¡>0\M is a homomorphism, and

thus <i>0 meets our requirement (2.5). Moreover, for all £ G D^(M) and u g U, the

definition of ¿>0(£) becomes

(MOX«) = -*([©(«). il).
and so we see that b0(^) g / ® K AlU*. In the filtration of / ® K F induced from that

of M ®^F, we have

p(lèKF)-l9KS{W),

so again, in all bidegrees ( p, q) * (0,0),

Hpq(gr(îêKF)) = {0}.

Therefore, by the injectivity of 8 in degree zero, we must have

<px(I) c îèK F   modMëKFl.

It now follows at once from Theorem 2.1 that the morphism <f> obtained there from

</>0 satisfies all of our assertions.

We shall make a few observations concerning the structure of abelian ideals based

on Corollary 2.1. To apply that corollary, we require a preliminary result.

Lemma 2.2. Let I be a nonzero closed abelian ideal of a linearly compact Lie algebra

L. Choose a proper open subspace J of I. Then J is a closed ideal of I and there exists

an open subalgebra M of L such that

(2.15) M(M = J,    MczNL(J).

Proof. The subspace / is obviously a closed ideal of /, because / is abelian.

Moreover, by Lemma 1.4, the normalizer NL(J) is an open subalgebra of L. Thus,

there exists a descending chain {Nj}J>0 °f °Pen subalgebras of L contained in

NL(J) such that H >0Nj = {0}. Each intersection Nj n / forms an open subalgebra

in /, and the chain {Nj<^I}J>0 again descends to {0}. Thus, by Chevalley's

theorem, there exists an integer / 3* 0 such that N, n / c /. Because N, c NL(J), the

sum M = N, + J is an open subalgebra of L contained in NL(J), and we have

M n / = /, by construction.

As in the lemma, we now assume that / is a nonzero abelian ideal of a linearly

compact Lie algebra L. Let / be an open subspace of / and write N for the

normalizer N,(J). Denote by M an open subalgebra of L satisfying (2.15); then we

see at once that / n D%(M) = J. Thus, in the transitive Lie algebra

(Ñ, M) = (N/(D%(M)), M/(D%(M))),
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the quotient /// is identified with a finite-dimensional abelian ideal V such that

V n M = {0}. Set U = L/N and F = F{ U*}. The semidirect product

S= (Ñ ®AfF)©Der(F)

is a transitive Lie algebra in which V ® K F forms a closed abelian ideal, and

S°= ((M®^F)+(Á>®^F°))©Der()(F)

is a fundamental subalgebra of S. Applying Corollary 2.1 to the transitive Lie

algebra (L/(D^(M)), M/(D^(M))), we obtain a morphism p: L -* S of topologi-

cal Lie algebras such that p(I) c K ®^ F; the image p(L) is a transitive subalgebra

of (S, 5°), the kernel of p. is Df°(M), and the projection of ji onto Der(F), p° p:

L -* Der(F), is a transitive representation of (L, TV). The kernel of p\, is D^(J),

which is properly contained in /, and if Jr= {/,}yeZ denotes the filtration3*l(I, J)

defined in (2.1), then, for all / g Z,

//-(nl/)"1^**^-1)-

Thus, we have realized the abelian quotient I/(D£(J)) as a space of formal

K-valued functions on U and L acts on I/(Df;(J)) by linear differential operators,

in terms of this realization. Our choice of open subspace J Ç I was completely

arbitrary; therefore, we may choose / to be of codimension one in /, and obtain a

realization of I/(Df;(J)) as a space of formal scalar-valued functions on U.

This construction may be applied inductively to obtain a properly nested chain

/ = /°d I1 D /2D I3 d ■••

of closed abelian ideals {IJ} of L, and, for each j, an open subspace JJ of

codimension one in I1, such that IJ+1 = D£(JJ); thus, we obtain a decomposition

of / into quotients which can be realized as formal scalar-valued functions. If L is

transitive, then this chain is finite, by Theorem 1.1, terminating in Ip = {0} for some

p > 0. Therefore, we may apply this procedure to the abelian quotients in any

Jordan-Holder sequence for a transitive Lie algebra L, obtaining a finite refinement

in which all of the abelian quotients can be realized as formal scalar-valued

functions. É. Cartan made a corresponding statement concerning the abelian quo-

tients which appear in Jordan-Holder decompositions of transitive Lie pseudogroups

in his paper [3, pp. 144-146]. Given Lemma 2.2, these results could also be obtained

from the study of abelian ideals in transitive Lie algebras made by H. Goldschmidt

and D. C. Spencer in [10].

3. Nonabelian minimal closed ideals. We begin our study of closed ideals which are

nonabelian and minimal with a discussion of graded structures associated to such

ideals, following Guillemin [12].

Proposition 3.1. Let L be a linearly compact topological Lie algebra and I a closed

ideal of L. Suppose that J is a closed ideal of I for which the quotient R = I/J is a

simple transitive Lie algebra. Then the normalizer N = NL(J) is an open subalgebra of

L. Let M be an open subalgebra of L contained in N and set U = L/M. Write

Jr= {Ij)JeZ for the filtration 3^,(1, J) of I defined in (2.1); form the graded Lie
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algebra and S(U )-module gr(/, 3?) and the monomorphism

xp:gr(I,3r)^R®KS(U*)

of graded Lie algebras and S(U)-modules defined in (2.2). Set V = KR ®K U, which is

a finite-dimensional vector space over the commutator field KR, and make the natural

identification of graded Lie algebras and S(U)-modules

R®kS(U*) = R®KkS(V*).

Then under this identification, there exists a KR-subspace W* of V* such that

xP(gT(I,<F)) = R®KRS(W*);

ifKR = AT, then V= U and W* is the annihilator of (N/M) in U*. Set Ix = Dj°(J)

= n>eZ /,. Then, in the filtered Lie algebra I, the relations

(3.1) Ii+j -  [/,, Ij]  + /«

hold for all i,j 3* 0. ///' is a closed ideal of I such that I D /' D Ix, then J => /'. In

particular, the quotient I/Ix is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L/Ix and J/Ix is

the unique maximal closed ideal of I/Ix.

Proof. That N is an open subalgebra of L follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.

Set

S=xp(gT(I,<F))aR®KS(U*);

then /is a graded Lie subalgebra and S(t/)-submodule of R ®KS(U*), and the

zeroth graded term J0 of ./is equal to R, by the definition of xp. Considering the

action of J0 on each of the graded terms Jp ofJ, we see from Proposition 1.2 that

there exists a graded /^-subspace if~= ® i^p of KR ®KS(U*) such that J= R

®KR>r, with TT0 = K. Set W* = iTx. Because [R, R] = R, it follows that tTd

S(W*); however, because ./is an 5(F)-submodule of R <SKk(Kr ®kS(V*)), we have

s(ir-) c Wj_x ®ka1v*,

for all y 3= 1. A simple induction now establishes that iP~cz S(W*), and thus

J= R ®Kr S(W*). When KR = K, a vector v g V annihilates W* if and only if any

representative £ for v in L satisfies [£, /] c /, as is seen at once from the definition

of &; hence, the annihilator in V of W* is N/M, as asserted. Again because

[R, R] = R, we have

[R ®KrS»(W*), R 9KkS"(W*)] = R 9KkS'+"(W*);

that is, [Jp, Jq\ = Sp+q for all p, q 3= 0. The relations (3.1) now follow at once from

part (iii) of Theorem 1.6 and Chevalley's theorem. Let /' be a closed ideal containing

1^. If/' is not contained in /, then, because /// is simple, we have / = /' + /. This

is the case / = 1 of a formula / = /' + /'; the general case follows by induction,

since if this result is known for an integer /, we have, by (3.1) and the case / = 1,

/=[/,/] + /„= [(/ + /),(/' + /')] +/wc/' + /'.

Since /' contains Ix, we conclude that /' = / by Chevalley's theorem. This com-

pletes the proof.
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Corollary 3.1. Let L be a linearly compact Lie algebra and I a closed nonabelian

minimal closed ideal of L. Then, there exists a unique maximal closed ideal J of I, and

the quotient R = I/J is a simple transitive Lie algebra.

Proof. According to (iii) of Lemma 1.1, open subalgebras exist in /; since any

such subalgebra is of finite codimension there exists a maximal open subalgebra A of

/. Then I/(Df(A)) is a primitive Lie algebra, and thus it contains a maximal closed

ideal / by (iii) of Theorem 1.6. The preimage / of 7 in / is a maximal closed ideal of

/. Moreover, the quotient /// is nonabelian, since otherwise, because / is closed, the

inclusion [/, Fj c / would apply to the closure of [/, /]; because / is a minimal

closed ideal of L, we could conclude that [/, /] = {0}, contradicting our hypothesis

that / is nonabelian. Thus R = /// is simple and our result follows at once from

Proposition 3.1.

According to Proposition 1.2, the commutator field KR of a simple real transitive

Lie algebra R must be a finite extension of the real ground field R; therefore, KR is

equal to R or C A familiar argument shows that KR = C if and only if the

complexification Rc of R is not simple; in that case, we can express Rc as the direct

sum Rc = R" © R" of two conjugate closed ideals which are simple complex

transitive Lie algebras isomorphic to R. Let / be a nonabelian minimal closed ideal

of a linearly compact real Lie algebra L, and let / be the unique maximal closed

ideal of /. Then we shall say that / is of real or complex type according to whether

the commutator field KR of the simple real transitive Lie algebra R = I/J is equal to

R or C The splitting behavior of nonabelian minimal closed ideals under complexifi-

cation mimics that of simple transitive Lie algebras:

Lemma 3.1. Let L be a real linearly compact Lie algebra and I a nonabelian minimal

closed ideal of L. Write J for the unique maximal closed ideal of I, and R for the simple

transitive quotient I/J.

(i) // / is of real type, then its complexification Ic is a nonabelian minimal closed

ideal of Lc.

(ii) If I is of complex type, then its complexification is the direct sum

(3.2) Ic = /" © F7

of two conjugate nonabelian minimal closed ideals I" and I" of Lc, and these two ideals

are the only nonzero ideals of Lc properly contained in Ic. Moreover, the intersections

j" = /" n /c,   7" = 7" n /c

are the unique maximal closed ideals of I" and I", respectively. Write m": Lc -» Lc/ I"

for the natural projection, and identify I" with its image tt"(I"). Then the restriction

tt"\l: L -» L"/1" is a monomorphism of real topological Lie algebras, and it"\,:

I —* I" is an isomorphism. Set

N = NL(J),   N"=NLc(J").

Then N and N" are open subalgebras of L and Lc, respectively, and satisfy the

inclusions

(3.3) N" D JVC,    N" n L = N.
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Thus, there exist precisely two complex structures of complex vector space on I for

which I becomes a linearly compact topological Lie algebra and each derivation ad(£)|,,

£ G L, is complex-linear. These two complex structures result from the identification of

I with I" by 7t"\,, or with I" by conjugation of that map. In terms of each complex

structure, the maximal ideal J forms a complex ideal of I, and thus the entire filtration

3?= 3*L(I, J) defined in (2.1) is made up of complex ideals of I. Fix on I the complex

structure which corresponds to its identification with I", and extend the adjoint

representation of L on I complex-linearly to Lc. Then I becomes a complex topological

Lc-module, and the stabilizer of J in Lc is N". Let M be an open subalgebra of L

contained in N, and set U = L/M. Endow the graded Lie algebra gr(/, 3*), including

R = gr°(/, 3?), with the complex structure it inherits from I. Then, the isomorphism of

graded Lie algebras and S(U)-modules

xp:gr(I,3r) -+ R ®CS(W*)

defined in Proposition 3.1 is complex-linear, and W* c (Uc)* is the annihilator of the

complex subspace (N"/Mc) of Uc.

Proof. Because / is a minimal closed ideal of L, there can be no ideal of L in /

except {0}; thus, the complexification Jc of / also contains no ideal of Lc except

{0}. If / is of real type, then Rc = Iq/Jq is a simple complex transitive Lie algebra.

Part (i) of the lemma now follows from Proposition 3.1.

If / is of complex type, then Rc splits as a direct sum Rc = R" ffi R" of conjugate

simple closed ideals. The preimages in Ic of R" and R" are distinct maximal closed

ideals of /c; because /c is nonabelian, we infer from Corollary 3.1 that Ic is not a

minimal closed ideal of Lc. Thus, we may choose a nonzero closed ideal /" of Lc

properly contained in /c. To prove that Ic can be expressed as the direct sum (3.2),

we first consider the space /" O / of real vectors in /". This space forms a closed

ideal of L in /, and cannot be equal to / because /" is a proper complex subspace of

/c; therefore, we have /" n / = {0}. If an element £ of /c lies in /" n /", then so

does £, from which we see that the real and imaginary parts of £ lie in /" n /".

Because /" contains no real vectors, we conclude that /" n /" = {0}. The sum /"

ffi /" also contains the real and imaginary parts of all of its elements, therefore, we

have ( /" ffi /") n I = I, because this intersection is a nonzero closed ideal of L lying

in /; the expression (3.2) of /c now follows at once. Because Ic is nonabelian, so are

its summands /" and /". We chose /" subject only to the condition that it be a

closed ideal of Lc lying properly between /c and {0}. From this, it follows easily

that /" and /" are nonabelian minimal closed ideals, for, if A were a closed ideal of

Lc lying properly between /" and {0}, we could draw the absurd conclusion

/c = A ffi Jc /" ffi T7 = Ic.

To see that /" and /" are the only nonzero closed ideals of Lc properly contained in

/c, we use a similar argument: if A is another such closed ideal, then we can

conclude that A is nonabelian and minimal, and /c = A ffi A, because we chose /"

arbitrarily. But, if A is distinct from both of the nonabelian minimal closed ideals /"

and /", then the intersections A n /" and A n /" are both reduced to {0}. In that
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case, we have

[A, ic] = [A, I"]®[a, J77] c (a n /") ®(a n T77) = {0},

which is impossible, because A is nonabelian.

From the decomposition (3.2) of /c, it follows that there exists a unique linear

isomorphism a: I -» / such that a2 = -id, and

/"= {£-m(£)|£G/};

by considering the action of L on /", we see that

[£,a(Tj)]=a([£,Tj]),

for all £ g L and tj g /. Because /" is closed in /c, we infer from the closed graph

theorem (part (vii) of Proposition 1.1) that a is continuous. From the relation

[/,/] = J given by Proposition 3.1, we obtain

/- [a(/),/]=o([/,/]) = o(/),

which shows that / is a complex ideal of /, in the complex structure defined by o;

because L acts complex-linearly on /, the derived spaces D',(J) which make up

3?L( I, J ) are also complex ideals of /. Each linearly compact complex structure on /

consistent with the adjoint action of L induces a splitting of /c by conjugate closed

ideals, and is characterized by that splitting; thus a and -a define the only such

structures. To see that tt"\l: L ~* Lc/ /" is injective, we recall that there are no real

vectors in /". Moreover, for all £ G /,

£ = £-/o(£)    modF,

which shows that tt"\, is a complex-linear isomorphism of / onto /". Because / is the

unique maximal closed ideal of /, the space

tt"(J)= {£-/ct(£)|£g/} =/"

is the unique maximal closed ideal of /". With respect to the Fc-module structure of

/ given by its complex structure, it is verified at once that tt"\,: I -* /" is an

isomorphism of Lc-modules; if we impose upon /" the filtration^"" = 3*L (/", /"),

then ir"], also is filtration-preserving with respect to 3*and 3*". The normalizers N

and N" are open subalgebras of L and Lc, respectively, by Lemma 2.1; the relations

(3.3) apply because t"\, is an isomorphism of Lc-modules. Form the graded

mapping

gr(T"|/):gr(/,^)^gr(/",^")

associated to t"|,; this mapping is a complex-linear isomorphism of S(U )-modules,

again because r"\, is an isomorphism of Lc-modules. Applying Proposition 3.1 to

the nonabelian minimal closed ideal /" of Lc, there exists an isomorphism

xP":gr(I",3*) -» R ®CS(W"*)

of graded Lie algebras and S(t/c)-modules, with W"* = (N"/Mf.)1-. Because the

morphism xp is determined by its homogeneous term of degree zero, we can place xp
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in a commutative diagram

gr(T"r'

gr(/",<F") - gr(/,.F)

R®CS(W"*) * R®CS(U¿)

where 0:  R ®CS(W*) -» R ®CS(U£) is the natural injection. This shows that

W* = W"*, and concludes the proof.

It was proved by Guillemin in [12, Theorem 7.1] that a nonabelian minimal closed

ideal / is isomorphic, as an abstract Lie algebra, to the completion of its associated

graded algebra gr(/, 3?); an analogous statement, in the category of Lie pseudo-

groups, had been made by E. Cartan [3, Theorem XII]. We present below an

extension of these results (see also [5]).

Theorem 3.1. Let L be a linearly compact Lie algebra and I a nonabelian minimal

closed ideal of L. Write J for the unique maximal closed ideal of I, and R for the simple

transitive Lie algebra I/J. The normalizer N = NL(J) is, then, an open subalgebra of

L; let M denote an open subalgebra of L such that N 3 M 3 /. Let R° be a primitive

subalgebra of R, and Der0(Z?) be the primitive subalgebra of Der(R) formed by the

stabilizer of R° (cf. Theorem 1.6). Identify (R, R°) with the transitive closed ideal of

inner derivations in (Der(R), Der°(/?)). Set U = L/M, F= {I/*}, and choose a

transitive representation X: (L, M) -» Der(F). Moreover, establish the following nota-

tion, according to whether the commutator field KR coincides with K:

(a) // KR = K, let G denote the X-invariant unitary subring of F having isotropy

subalgebra N (cf. Theorem 1.4). Let a: N —► Der(Ä) = Der(//J) be the Lie algebra

homomorphism induced by the adjoint action of N on I.

(b) // KR ¥= K, that is, if L is a real topological Lie algebra and I is of complex type,

choose a complex structure on I compatible with the adjoint action of L, by Lemma 3.1.

Let N" be the stabilizer in Lc of J, in terms of this complex structure; then N" is an

open complex subalgebra of Lc containing Nc, a fortiori Mc. Write G for the

X^invariant unitary complex subalgebra of Fc having isotropy subalgebra N" (cf.

Theorem 1.4). Let

a:N" -» Der(fl) = Der(///)

be the complex Lie algebra homomorphism induced by the action of N" on I. Under

these notations, the stabilizer of G in Der(F) is a transitive subalgebra (AG, AG) of

Der( F ) containing X( L ), and the semidirect product

S=(DeT(R)èKRG)®AG

is a transitive Lie algebra over K, with fundamental subalgebra

S° = ((Der°(Ä) èKRG) +{Dct(R) ®^G0)) 9 A°c.

Write p: S —> Ac for the natural projection, and continue to denote by X the induced

mapping L -* AG. Identify Der(R) with the closed subalgebra Der(R) ®^ Â^ of

Der(Ä)®, G.
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Then, the mapping a is a morphism of topological Lie algebras whose image P is a

transitive closed ideal of Der(F) over KR containing R. There exists a morphism of

topological Lie algebras <j>: L -* S such that the image <j>(I) is equal to R ® K G, and

whose restriction <f>\,: I -» R ®K G is an isomorphism. Moreover, the subalgebra <¡>(L)

is transitive in (S, S°), and <> satisfies

<p(L)<z{pèKRG)®AG,    p°<> = X,    <¡>-l(DeT(R)el(RG) = Dj°(M),

<>-1(S0) = M Ha'1 (Der0{R)),   <p(M) c (a(M) ©(F ®KrG0)) © AG.

Write Zfor the centralizer of I in L; then ker(<¡>) = Z n D£( M ).

Proof. When KR = K, the mapping o is induced by the structure of a topological

TV-module possessed by ///, while when KR =£ K, it is the structure of a complex

topological ^"-module on /// which induces a. Therefore, the map o is continuous

with respect to the weak topology of Der(/?); from (ii) of Theorem 1.6, we conclude

that a is a morphism of linearly compact topological Lie algebras, as indicated.

Because / c N, the image P of a must contain R; since R forms a transitive closed

ideal in Der( R ) and Der( R )/R is abelian, we conclude that F is a transitive closed

ideal of Der(R).

In constructing <j>, we shall assume that the linear map

v.L/M -» U= Der(F)/Der°(F)

induced by X is equal to the identity; passage to the general case is achieved trivially

from this. To construct 0, we shall apply Theorem 2.1, with

L' = {P®KrG)®Ac,    M' ={P®KrG)®Ag,

I' = P®KG,   J' = P®KG°,    v=u.

The ideals which comprise the filtration&' = 3?L.(T, /') defined in (2.1) are

F = P ®K GJ\       y G Z;j aä J

thus, the associated graded Lie algebra and .S(i/)-module gr(F, 3?') is given by

gT(I',3T') = P®KRS(W*),

where W* is the annihilator

W* = (N/M)± c U*    when KR = K,

W* = (N"/Mc)±<z(Uc)*    v/henKR*K.

From Lemma 1.7, we see that the Spencer cohomology of gr(F, 3?'), as an

S( U )-module, satisfies

HJ'(gî(T, 3?'))= {0},      >>0,/>0.

If KR = K, choose a linear mapping t0: L -* P such that rQ\N = a; if KR # K, let t0:

Lc -» F be a C-linear map with t0|^,.. = a. Then t0 is continuous, since it agrees with

the continuous linear map a on an open neighborhood of 0. Viewing P as the closed
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subspace F ®K KR of P ®K G, we define an initial approximation

*0:L-*(P9KmG)9Ao

to <j> by setting <i>0(£) = t0(£) + X(£) for all £ g L. Because AG commutes with F in

(P ®K G) © AG, and X is a Lie algebra homomorphism, we have, for all £, tj g L,

(3.4) KUUoW] -*o([€.l])= [t0(O.t0(i|)] -t0([£,tj]).

We have already verified that gr(/', 3?') is 2-acyclic, and, because a is a Lie algebra

homomorphism, we see from (3.4) and Lemma 1.7 that the cocycle requirements of

Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain a morphism of

topological Lie algebras <f>: L -» (P ®K G) ffi AG, such that p ° <f> = X, and thus

<PX{PèKRG) = D?(M)z>I.

In proving that <¡>(I) c R ®K G, we can avoid the general mechanism given in the

last part of Theorem 2.1. Instead, we observe that, because P/R is abelian, we have

[{PèKKG),(PèKKG)]cRêKiiG,

and, because / is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal, we have [/,/]=/, by

Proposition 3.1. Therefore,

*(/) = «*>([/, /]) = [*(/),*(/)] c [(F êKRG),(P ®KrG)} c R èKRG,

which is the desired inclusion. Since /// is nonabelian and simple, we have

7 = ker(a|,) = /n^-1(F®^G°).

Form the filtration &= 3*L(I, J ) = {/.} -6z of / defined in (2.1). Then, according to

Theorem 2.1, we have

for ally g Z, and the associated graded mapping

gr^l,): gr(I, 3^)->R®KrS(W*)

is a morphism of graded Lie algebras and S(t/)-modules; moreover, the zeroth

graded term of gr(<i>|,) is the mapping /// -» R induced by ^„l, = o. and is

therefore equal to the identity map. From Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we

deduce that gr(<f>|,) is an isomorphism. Because {/,}>cZ, and {R ®KRGJ~1}jeZ are

separated filtrations of / and R ®kkG, respectively, and </>(/) is closed in R ®Kr G,

it follows at once from Chevalley's theorem that <f>|,: I -* R ®K G is an isomor-

phism. To determine the kernel of (¡>, we first remark that the centralizer of R ®K G

in Der(Ä) ®^ G is, evidently, equal to {0}. Because </> maps / isomorphically onto

R ®K G and we have

<¡>->{Dct(R)®KrG) = D?(M),

it follows that ker(<|>) is the centralizer of / in D^(M), as asserted. The remaining

statements of our theorem are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.1. This

concludes the proof.

Corollary 3.2. Let I be a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of a linearly compact

Lie algebra L. Then, there exists a closed subalgebra L' of L such that L = / ffi L'.
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Proof. We shall apply Theorem 3.1; we retain the notation of that theorem,

taking M = NL(J) for definiteness. According to Theorem 1.6, there exists in

Der(Fr) a closed abelian subalgebra C which is complementary to R; thus, B = (C

®K G) ffi .4C is a closed subalgebra of S such that S = (R ®K G) ffi B. Because the

morphism </> constructed in Theorem 3.6 maps / isomorphically onto R ®K G, we

need only take L' = <¡>~1(B) to obtain a closed subalgebra of L complementary to /,

as asserted.

Implicit in Theorem 3.1 are certain structures associated to the choice of an open

complex subalgebra in a real linearly compact Lie algebra. The remainder of this

section is devoted to a discussion of these objects.

Let L be a linearly compact real topological Lie algebra, and M" be an open

complex subalgebra of Lc. Set M = M" Pi L; then M is an open subalgebra of L

whose complexification is, clearly,

(3.5) Mc = M" nJF.

The quotients U = L/M and E" = M"/Mc are finite-dimensional vector spaces

over R and C, respectively; moreover, from (3.5) we see that E" forms a complex

subspace of Uc such that the intersection of E" and its complex conjugate E' = E"

is reduced to {0}. The direct sum E' ffi E" is a conjugation-invariant subspace of

Uc; thus, there is a unique subspace E of U such that Ec = E' ffi E". We may also

consider U as a real subspace of the complex finite-dimensional vector space

W = Lç/M"; then E is the largest complex subspace of W'contained in U. We now

define a mapping X: Ec X Ec -» (U/E)c, which we shall call the Levi form of

(L, M"), as follows: given u, v g Ec, choose£, tj g Lc such that u = £ mod Mc and

v = tj mod Mc; then the value \(u, v) is given by

(3.6) X(u,ij) = /[£,Tj]    mod(M" + AT ).

Because both Af " and M" are stable under the adjoint action of Mc, our expression

for X(m, v) does not depend upon the choice of representatives £, tj; thus, the Levi

form is well defined. From the bilinearity and skew-symmetry of the Lie bracket, we

also see that X is Hermitian; that is, the mapping X is R-bilinear and satisfies

\(cu,v) = c\(u,v),       X(«,u)= X(v,u),

for all c g C and u, v g Ec. Since M" and M" are both subalgebras of Lc, we have

X(£" X E') = X(£' X £") = {0};

moreover, for all u, v g £c, we see from the definition of X that X(u, v) = -X(«, v).

Thus, the Levi form X is determined by either of its restrictions

X'.E'XE'-* (U/E)c,   X": E" X E" -> (U/E)c,

which are Hermitian mappings related by

\'(u,v)=  -\"(ü,v)     foru,(jG£'.

It is clear from the definitions that the Levi forms of (L, Af") and (L,M") are the

same object, and that the Levi form of (L, Af") vanishes identically if and only if

M" + M" is a subalgebra of Lc.
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We pause to sketch the geometry which underlies these considerations; a more

complete account of the formal geometry outlined below appears in §5 of our

monograph [5]. Set

n = dimc{W),   m = dïmR(U),

and choose transitive representations

p: (L, M) -* Der( F{t/*}),    p: (Lc, Af") -* Der(F{ W*}).

Because Af" 3 Afc, we may apply Theorem 1.3 to pc and p, and conclude that there

exists a unique monomorphism of complex local algebras <p: F{ W*} —» F{Uç}, such

that, for all/ g F{ W*} and ^ <= L,

(3-7) 9(p(0'/)-m(0 •*>(/)•
Choosing formal coordinate systems, we make the identifications

F{U*} = R[[xlt...,xJ],       F{W*} = C[[zx.z„]].

Then <p is identified with the pullback mapping on formal functions associated to a

formal power series mapping 4>: Rm -* C, with 4»(0) = 0. Viewing p(L) and p(Lc)

as Lie algebras of formal vector fields at the origins of Rm and C", respectively, we

identify U with the tangent space F0(Rm) and W with F0(C"). Then we see from

(3.7) that the differential of $ at the origin,

<ÏM0: F0(R"-) - F0(C),

is identified with the inclusion mapping of U as a real subspace of W. Thus 4> is a

formal immersion, and is generic, that is,

spanc(«î>i|0(F0(R'")))=F0(C").

For each £ G L, the formal vector field /x(£) on Rm is ^-related to the formal

holomorphic vector field p(£) on C"; this is simply a restatement of (3.7). Phrased

geometrically, then, the mapping $ is a formal embedding of a neighborhood of

0 g Rm as a generic real w-dimensional submanifold 5 of C"; for each £ G L, the

formal holomorphic vector field p(£) is tangent to S, and the restriction of p(£) to 5

is ju(£). Hence, the real submanifold S c C is locally homogeneous; that is, the

holomorphic formal vector fields on C" which are everywhere tangent to 5 restrict to

form a transitive Lie algebra of formal vector fields on 5. Because p and p are

unique up to the action of isomorphisms of F{U*} and F{W*}, respectively, the

submanifold 5 is determined by the choice of Af", up to the action of a formal

biholomorphic transformation of C" which preserves the origin. The subspace £ of

U is identified with the maximal complex subspace of the tangent space T0(S) c

T0(C), and £' and E" are identified with the spaces of complex tangent vectors of

types (1,0) and (0,1), respectively, in C ®1lT0(S). Under these identifications, the

Levi form of S at 0 (in the differential-geometric sense) is what we have called X' (see

pp. 188-194 of [5]). Using techniques similar to those employed by Goldschmidt in

[7], it can be shown that 4> is convergent in a neighborhood of 0 g R" when

expressed in terms of appropriate formal systems of coordinates for U and W; thus

$ determines the germ at 0 of a generic, locally homogeneous real-analytic submani-

fold of C", which is uniquely associated to (L, Af") up to a local biholomorphic
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transformation of C". An account of this analytic construction will appear in a

separate publication. The Levi form of (L, Af") vanishes identically if and only if

the mapping 4> is linear in terms of appropriate formal coordinates for U and W;

this formal analogue of the complex Frobenius theorem of L. Nirenberg [20] is

obtained easily from (ii) of Theorem 1.3 (see Proposition 5.4 of [5]).

Let / be a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of complex type in L, and let / be the

maximal closed ideal of /. According to Lemma 3.1, there are two complex

structures on / which are compatible with the adjoint action of L on /; these

structures are conjugate, and / forms a complex ideal of / in each of them. The

stabilizers in Lc of /, with respect to these two complex structures, are conjugate

open complex subalgebras N", N" c Lc. As we have already observed, the Levi

forms of (L, N") and (L,N") coincide; thus, this Hermitian mapping X, which we

call the Levi form of I, is canonically associated to the real topological Lie algebra

and topological L-module structures of /. (In §5 of [5], we called the restrictions X'

and X" of X the Levi forms of /; our present exposition was suggested by

Goldschmidt.)

We now assume that L is a real transitive Lie algebra, and let / be an arbitrary

closed ideal of L. Choose a Jordan-Holder sequence

{0} = /0 c /, c • • • c F = /

for (L, /), and let #be the subset of {1,... ,r) consisting of those indices/ for which

the quotient /,//,_, is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of complex type in L/Ij_x.

Write Jj for the maximal closed ideal of Ij/L_l, for each y g <€. From our discussion

above, we see that there are two conjugate open complex subalgebras N", N" c Lc,

which are the stabilizers in Lc of Jj with respect to the two complex structures of

Ij/Ij-ii moreover, these subalgebras determine a Hermitian mapping X; which is the

Levi form of /,//,+v The set {N",N", Xy} depends only upon the real topological

Lie algebra and topological L-module structures of Ij/Ij_l. Therefore, by Theorem

1.2, the collection {N",Nj', \,}jeV, counting multiplicities, is independent of the

choice of Jordan-Holder sequences for (L, I).

4. Primitive invariant foliations. Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra. In this

section, we consider composition series for L made up of closed ideals defined by the

formal foliations which remain invariant under a transitive realization of (L, L°).

Our starting point is a result which appears in the unpublished notes [14] of V. W.

Guillemin.

Lemma 4.1. Let L be a linearly compact Lie algebra and I a closed ideal of L.

Suppose that J is a closed ideal of I, andJ contains no ideals of L except {0}. Assume,

moreover, that the quotient I/J can be decomposed as a direct sum of closed ideals

I/J = go © gx ©  • • • © gp

( possibly with p = 0), such that g0 is abelian and each g with j > 0 is a simple

transitive Lie algebra. Let it: I -> /// be the natural projection, and in each preimage

Ij = TT'^gj), with 0 <y < p, denote the largest closed ideal of L by Ij = D^(Ij).

Then I0 is abelian, and each I¿ with j > 0 is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L
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whose unique maximal closed ideal J¡ is equal to lj n /. Moreover, I can be expressed

as the direct sum

I = /0ffi Ix ffi  ••• ffi Ip.

Proof. If / is an integer with 0 < z < />, then

•('."(£',)) = *"( g.*)-<">■

Thus, the intersection /, n (L-#(F) is reduced to {0}, because it is an ideal of L

contained in /. This shows that the sum of the family {I,}0^,^p is direct. Next, let/

be an integer with 1 < j < p. We shall prove that the corresponding ideal L is not

reduced to {0}. Write

for the filtration of / associated to L and /' which we defined in (2.1); then,

/,■ = r\St = i>?(i;l
/eZ

by definition. Now suppose that / = {0}. Choose a fundamental subalgebra h¡ of

gr Then, the preimage Tr~1(hJ) is an open subalgebra of Jx = l'r and each ideal./,of

the descending chain {^i)t>\ is closed in L; therefore, we may apply Chevalley's

theorem to conclude that Jm c ir~1(h ), for some m > 1. As an immediate conse-

quence, we have the inclusion,/„, c /, because tr(Jm) is an ideal of gy contained in

the fundamental subalgebra A , and is thus reduced to {0}. Recall from Lemma 2.1

that J^makes / a filtered Lie algebra, that is, \Jr, Js\ c Jr+s for all r, s g Z. From

the inclusion Jm c /, we can thus infer that the term of length m

<¿">(JX) = [JX,[SX,...,[JX,SX],...}}

in the lower central series of Jx is contained in /. Because gj =./,//, we conclude

that <&m(gj) = {0}; thus g- is nilpotent. This contradicts our assumption that gy is

nonabelian and simple; hence / cannot be reduced to {0}. Because / contains no

ideals of L except {0}, the image ir(L) must be a nonzero closed ideal in gy. Thus,

ir(Ij) = gj, because g. is simple; moreover, the kernel J} = Ij n / of ir\, contains no

ideals of L except {0}. We may now apply Proposition 3.1 to conclude that /, is a

nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L and that Jj is the unique maximal closed ideal

of/,.

To see that /0 is abelian, we simply observe that

<KUo.A>])c[go,go]= {o},

because I0 c w"1(g0) and g0 is abelian. Thus [/0, /0] is an ideal of L contained in /;

by hypothesis, the only such ideal is {0}, so /0 is abelian.

It only remains to prove that / is equal to the direct sum of the /,, for 0 < / < p.

The case p = 0 is trivial. We now assume that p > 0, and prove the result first under

the additional assumption that g0 = {0}. The case/7 = 1 is now trivial. Inductively,

assume the result is known for p equal to some integer p0 3= 1. To treat the case

p = p0 + 1, observe that
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is a closed ideal of L and contains each L for 1 < y < p0; if we define a closed ideal

7 = / n / of /, then / contains no ideals of L except {0}, and we have, because

Ijcz /forl </ </>„,

/// = gx ffi • • • ffi g,o.

From our inductive hypothesis it follows that / = Ix ffi • - • ffi Ip¡¡. Moreover, be-

cause

is a simple transitive Lie algebra, it follows from Proposition 3.1 that there are no

closed ideals of L between / and /. Thus, from the relation

/3/jffi   ...ffi/^,3/,

we conclude that / = Ix ffi • ■ • © / +1. By induction, we have proved the direct

sum decomposition of / under the assumption that g0 = {0}.

Finally, to treat the case where g0 may not be reduced to {0}, set /0 = w_1(g0),

and let p: L —> L/I0 be the natural projection. Then p(/) is a closed ideal of L//0,

and p(/0) is a closed ideal of p(/) such that

p(I)/p(Jo) = 8i © ••■ ©S />■

Moreover, there are no ideals of L//0 contained in p(/0) except {0}, because /0

contains every ideal of L in /0. Let a: p(I) -* p(/)/p(/0) be the natural projection;

then by the case we proved above,

p(/) = /1 ffi  ■■-©/„,

where each Ij is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L//0 obtained as the largest

ideal of L//0 in a'1(gJ). We clearly have ï} 3 p(/y) 3 {0}, so p(/-) = /_,, since / is

minimal. This implies p(I) = p(Ix ffi • • ■ © /J, hence / = /0 ffi ■ ■ ■ ® Ip, which

concludes the proof.

Given a transitive realization of a transitive Lie algebra (L, L°), we can now

describe the structure of those closed ideals in L defined by an invariant formal

foliation along which L acts primitively.

Theorem 4.1. Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra and M be minimal among the

open subalgebras of L which properly contain L°. Then M = M/(D^(L0)) is a

primitive Lie algebra, with primitive subalgebra L° = L°/(D^(L0)). Let I be the

largest ideal of L in Af, / = Df(M), and define a closed ideal J of M in I by setting

J = I n D%}(L°); then J contains no ideals of L except {0}. Write v: M -* Af for the

natural projection. The kernel of tt\, is J, and, if I is not reduced to {0}, the image

I = tr(I) = /// is a transitive closed ideal of ( M, L°). Furthermore, the ideal I admits

one of the following descriptions:

(i) // the dimension of M is infinite, then I =*= {0}, and T = [I, I] is a nonabelian

minimal closed ideal of L. The unique maximal closed ideal of T is

/'«Fn/>S(L°),
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which is a closed ideal of Af ; the quotient I'/J' is isomorphic to the simple transitive

closed ideal R = [M, M] of (Af, L°) in 1. The chain of closed ideals / 3 /' 3 {0} is

thus a J or dan-Holder sequence for (L, I); the ideals I and F coincide if and only if I is

equal to R. The intersection of I with the centralizer of I' in L is (0).

(ii) // M is finite dimensional and simple, then either I = {0} or I is a nonabelian

minimal closed ideal of L. In the latter case J is the unique maximal closed ideal of I.

(iii) If M is semisimple but not simple, then M is the direct sum M = gx ffi g2 of two

isomorphic simple ideals g, and g2. Set

/,-/>f(/n»-l(*j)),

for j = 1,2; then each / is a closed ideal of L, and I is the direct sum I = Ix ffi I2.

Moreover, unless the ideal Ij is reduced to (0), it is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal

of L ; the unique maximal closed ideal of F is then

Jj = IjnDS(L°)

which is a closed ideal of M, and the projection tt(I.) is equal to g .

(iv) // Af is finite dimensional and nonabelian but not semisimple, then M is the

direct sum M = V ffi L° of an abelian ideal V and the primitive subalgebra L°, which is

faithfully and irreducibly represented on V. Thus, the subalgebra L° is the direct sum

¿° = go © Si ©  • • • © gP

( possibly with p = 0) of simple ideals gx,...,gp and the center g0 of IP. Write

7TV: M -» M/{tt'\V)) = L°

for the natural projection, and define closed ideals of L in I by setting

Iy-Driv-'iV)),        Ij=D?{«y\gj)),

for 0 <j < p. Then Iv is abelian, and for any two distinct integers i, j with 0 < /',

y < p, the relation Ii O Ij = Iv holds. Unless Iv is reduced to {0}, tt(Iv) = V. The

quotient I0/Iy is abelian; for j > 0, each quotient Ij/Iv, when not reduced to {0}, is a

nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L/Iv. The closed ideal I of L can be expressed as

the sum

I = I0+IX+  ■■■ + Ip,

and the quotient l/lv as the direct sum

I/1V=(1Q/IV)®(IX/1V)<B ■■■9(lp/Iy).

Each intersection Jj = Ij n tt~1(V) is a closed ideal of M containing Iv; if Ij/Iv ¥= {0},

for some j > 0, then Jj/Iv is the unique maximal closed ideal of Ij/Iy, and the

projection ir(Ij) is then equal to V ffi g.. If I y is reduced to {0}, then I0 = {0}, and at

most one of the ideals Ix,...,Ip is nonzero; the ideal I is, then, either zero or a

nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L.

(v) If M is abelian, then it is one dimensional, and I is an abelian ideal of L.

Proof. The ideal D^(L°) of Af contains all ideals of Af in L°, and, because Af is

minimal among the subalgebras of L which contain L°, the subalgebra L° is maximal

in Af. It follows at once that L° is a maximal and fundamental, which is to say
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primitive, subalgebra of Af. By definition, the ideal / of L is contained in Af. If

/ ¥= {0}, then the fundamental subalgebra L° cannot contain /, and so we must have

I + L° = M, because / + L° is a subalgebra of Af which properly contains L°, and

L° is a maximal subalgebra of Af. Upon passage to the quotient, we infer that, when

/ ¥= {0}, its projection / is a transitive closed ideal of (Af, L°), as asserted in the

theorem. By its definition, the closed ideal / of Af is the kernel of tt],; moreover, /

lies in L°, and thus contains no ideal of L except {0}, because L° is a fundamental

subalgebra of L. We have now verified all of the statements preceding the numbered

assertions (i)-(v); to see that in (i)-(v) we have exhausted all possibilities for the

primitive Lie algebra (Af, L°), we direct the reader to the classifications listed in

Theorem 1.5 and to Theorem 1.6.

It remains to show that in categories (i)-(v) the closed ideal I of L admits the

description asserted. Assume that Af is of the infinite-dimensional type (i). To see

that / =* {0}, we argue by contradiction. If the intersection

/= C\D>L(M)
/>o

were reduced to {0}, there would exist, by Chevalley's theorem, an integer r > 0

such that D[(M) c L°. But, according to Lemma 1.2, each D[(M) forms in Af an

ideal of finite codimension. Therefore, if / were reduced to {0}, the infinite-dimen-

sional Lie algebra Af would be a quotient of the finite-dimensional Lie algebra

M/D[(M), which is an obvious contradiction. Thus / # {0}, as asserted. Next, we

observe that, since / is not reduced to {0}, / 3 R by Theorem 1.6; thus

R = [M, M] 3 [/, /] 3 [R, R] = R,

and because tt(I') = [/, /], we have tt(I') = R. The closure /' of /' still satisfies

it(I') = R, because -n is continuous and R is closed in Af; moveover, the kernel of

T nj = T nD%(L°),

is closed in F and contains no ideals of L except {0}, since / has this property. We

conclude from Proposition 3.1 that /' is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L, and

/' n / is the unique maximal closed ideal of /'. But F c /, because / is closed; thus,

by Proposition 3.1,

F = [T ,T] c [/,/] = /'.

We see, then, that F is itself a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L, and /' is the

unique maximal closed ideal of /'; by its definition /' is an ideal of Af, and is equal

to the kernel of ir\r, whence I'\J' is isomorphic to R. Obviously, the quotient

///' = //[/, /] is abelian, so {0} c /' c / is a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, /).

In the event that I = R, the ideal / must itself be nonabelian and minimal, by

Proposition 3.1; this shows that the ideals / and /' coincide if and only if / = R. To

complete the proof of (i), write C for the centralizer of /' in L. Then the projection

m(C n /) commutes with R = tt(I') in Af, whence, by Theorem 1.6, rt(C n /) = {0};

that is, the intersection C n / is contained in /. Since / contains no ideals of L

except {0}, we see that C O / is reduced to {0}, as asserted.
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To treat case (ii), we simply observe that if / is not reduced to {0}, then we must

have Î = M, since / is a nonzero ideal of the simple Lie algebra Af. Since / contains

no ideals of L except {0}, and /// is isomorphic to Af, and is thus simple,

Proposition 3.1 implies that / is a nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L.

The proof of (iii) is also brief. If / is not reduced to {0}, its projection / is a

transitive closed ideal of M = gx ffi g2, and must therefore be equal to one of the

summands gx or g2, or to M itself. Since / contains no ideals of L except {0},

Lemma 4.1 applies to complete the proof of (iii).

To treat the more involved case (iv), we first observe that Tr(Iy) is an ideal of Af

contained in V, which is to say that tt(Iv) is an invariant subspace of V under the

action of L°. Because L° acts irreducibly on V, it follows that tt(Iv) is equal to {0}

or to V. If tr(Iy) = {0}, then lv c /; since J contains no ideals of L except {0}, this

forces I y — {0}. So we see that the projection Tr(Iy) must be equal to V, unless Iv is

reduced to {0}. To verify that lv is abelian we note that

*{[Iv,Iv\)^[V,V\= {0};

therefore [Iv, Iv\ is an ideal of L contained in /, and is thus equal to (0). If

/ =*= {0}, its projection / must be a transitive closed ideal of (Af, L°), and thus, by

Theorem 1.5, V c /. Because L° is reductive, it follows that, after renumbering the

simple ideals gx,... ,gp, we may express / as

/= Kffi/i0ffig, ffi   •• ffig,

for some integer q with 0 < q < p, and some ideal h0 contained in the center g0 of

L°. In the quotient L* = L/Iv, consider the closed ideal /* = 1/IV. By definition,

the ideal Iv of L contains every ideal of L which lies in / n tt'1(V); passing to the

quotient, we see that

/* = (/n7r-'(F))//,

is the closed ideal of /* and contains no ideal of L* except {0}. Set Af * = M/Iv;

since ir~l(V) 3 Iv, we have a natural projection

p: Af* - M/{tt-\V)) = g0 ffi gl ffi   ■■■ <Bgp.

Clearly, the kernel of p|,» is/*. Moreover, if / is not reduced to {0}, the quotient

/*//* = p(/*) = Ï/V

can be identified with h0 ffi g, © • • • ffi gq. We can then apply Lemma 4.1 to write

/* as the direct sum

/* = /„* ffi /,* ffi ■ • • ffi /*

of the closed ideals of V defined by setting, for 0 < y < />,

//-/>£(/* np-^gy)).

The ideal /* is abelian, and p(/0*) = h0; for 1 ^j^q, the ideal F* is nonabelian

and minimal in L#, its projection is p(/,*) = gr and J* = /* Pi /* is the unique

maximal closed ideal of If. For j > q, the ideal /* is reduced to {0}. Write a:

L -» L/I y for the natural projection. Then, examining the definitions of the various
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projections, we see that ttv = p°(a\M). It follows at once that the ideals /• of L

defined in the statement of (iv) are related to the ideals /* of L* by L = o~l(I*),

and we also have/y = o_1(/#), for 0 <y < /?. From this, we obtain at once all of the

remaining assertions of (iv), except the final statement: If Iv = {0}, then /0 = {0},

and at most one of the ideals lx,... ,Ip is nonzero. Suppose that L is a nonzero ideal

in {/,}0<y<„l then its projection »(/,) is a nonzero ideal of Af, since the kernel

Dm(L°) contains no ideal of L except {0}. Thus, by Theorem 1.5, V c ir(F). Now

suppose, in addition, that Iv = {0}. Then ir'1(V) cannot contain the nonzero ideal

L, so we have

ir(/,)nl°# {0};

in particular, since L° acts faithfully on V, the projection tt(I.) is nonabelian. But we

already know that the quotient I0/Iy = /0 is abelian, so we infer that y cannot be 0,

i.e., /0 = {0}. Finally, assume that there exists an integer I ¥= j for which I, is

nonzero. Then,

[»(/,),»(/,)] D [K,«r(/,)nlV{0},

because L° acts faithfully on V. But we have also

[7,,/,]c/,n/,-/>,«{()}.

This contradiction shows that at most one of the ideals {/./i^- is nonzero, and

ends the proof of (iv).

In the final case (v), we simply observe that, because Af is abelian, we have

[/, /] c L° and thus [/,/]= {0}, because L° is a fundamental subalgebra of L. This

completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 4.1. Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra, let M be minimal among

the open subalgebras of L which properly contain L°, and let I be the largest ideal

I = Dj°( Af ) of L in M. Then, there exists a Jordan-Holder sequence

{0} = /°c I1 c ••• c /"' = /

for (L. I) with the following properties:

(a) If l'+1/l' is a nonabelian quotient, and Jl+l is the unique maximal closed ideal

of I'* '//', then the stabilizer NL(JI+1) ofJl+1 in L contains M.

(b) The sequence contains at most two abelian quotients; the number of nonabelian

quotients is less than or equal to the dimension of the vector space M/L°.

Proof. If / is reduced to {0}, there is nothing to prove, so we assume / =* {0} and

apply Theorem 4.1. If our situation is covered by case (i) of the theorem, then we

have a Jordan-Holder sequence {0} c /' c / for (L, /), with one nonabelian

quotient /', and an abelian quotient ///'; the latter may be reduced to {0}. The

maximal ideal /' of /' is an ideal of Af, according to (i) of the theorem. Thus, (a) and

(b) are satisfied. In case (ii), the ideal / is itself nonabelian and minimal in L, and its

maximal ideal / is an ideal of Af ; our corollary is obviously true in this case. If case

(iii) of the theorem applies to Af and L°, then either / is nonabelian and minimal,

and / is the maximal ideal of /, or / is the direct sum / = /, ffi F of two nonabelian
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minimal closed ideals of L; it is noted in (iii) that the maximal ideals /, and J2 of /:

and I2 are ideals of Af, as is /. Moreover, according to Theorem 1.5, we have

dim(Af/L°) = dim(Af/L°) = dim(gl),

and the Lie algebra g,, being simple, has dimension 3* 3. We have thus verified (a)

and (b) for case (iii), and case (v) is trivial. If the remaining case (iv) of the theorem

applies to our situation, then / is a transitive closed ideal of (Af, L°). After possibly

renumbering the simple ideals gx,... ,gp of L°, we see from Theorem 1.5 that / is of

the form

/= V<Bh0<S gx ffi  ■■• ® gq

for some integer q with 0 < q < p, and some ideal h0 of the center g0 of L°. Thus,

according to (iv),

(0}c/,c/oc(/o + /1)c ••• c(/0 + /1+ ... + /?) = /

is a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, /), with two abelian quotients Iv, I0/Iy (one or

both of which may be reduced to {0}), and q nonabelian quotients

(/„ + /,+  • • • + /,)/(/„ + Il+  ... + /,_,) = /,//„,

for 1 < / < q. The preimage in /, of the unique maximal closed ideal of I,/lv was

identified in (iv) of the theorem as an ideal J, of Af, for 1 < / < q. Thus, we see that

(a) and the first part of (b) are satisfied; it only remains to relate the number q of

nonabelian quotients to the dimension of the vector space V, which is isomorphic to

L/M. Assume, for the moment, that the ground field K is equal to C. Because L°

acts faithfully on V, we may view L° as a Lie subalgebra of the linear transforma-

tions of V. Let

S = g, ffi  •■■eg,

denote the semisimple part of L°, and choose a Cartan subalgebra H of S; then the

number p of simple ideals of 5 cannot exceed the dimension of H. Because we have

assumed K = C, there exists a basis for V with respect to which all elements of H are

simultaneously diagonal; moreover, because S is semisimple, we have [S, S] = S,

and every element of S has, therefore, trace zero. It follows that

q < p < dim( H ) < dim( V ) - 1

(this is a very poor estimate, but will serve our purposes); this verifies (b) when

K = C. To treat the case K = R, we simply note that the complexification Sc of the

semisimple part 5 of L° acts faithfully on Vc; moreover, Sc is semisimple and has

3* p simple summands. Therefore, the argument above applies to complete the

proof.

Before we proceed, we present an example which shows that in case (iv) of

Theorem 4.1, we may indeed have / ^ {0} and lv = {0}. Choose a finite-dimen-

sional simple Lie algebra g over K; denote by W a one-dimensional vector space,

and write F for the local algebra F{W*}. For our example, we take as L the

semidirect product

L = (g®^F)ffiDer(F).
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If we consider g to be embedded in g ¿^ F as the subalgebra g ®KK, then the

subalgebra

L° = gffi(g®^F1)ffiDer°(F)

is fundamental for L, and

Af = (g®^F)ffiDer°(F)

is minimal among the subalgebras of L which properly contain L°. The largest ideal

of L contained in Af is / = g ®KF, which is nonabelian and minimal in L. One

checks easily that

/)-(L°) = (g®^F1)©Der°(F);

thus, the primitive Lie algebra Af of our example is

M = M/D%(L°) = (g ®KF)/{g ®KFl),

and its fundamental subalgebra L° is

Therefore, our primitive Lie algebra Af is a semidirect extension Af = V ffi g of g by

an abelian ideal V; this ideal V is the projection (g ®K F°)/(g ®K F1) of g ®K F°;

and so the action of g on V is equivalent to the adjoint representation of g, which is

faithful and irreducible. Thus, our example is of the type covered by case (iv) of the

theorem; the abelian ideal lv of our example must be equal to {0}, because / is a

nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L. Our next proposition shows that in an

important class of transitive Lie algebras, this phenomenon cannot occur.

Proposition 4.1. Let (L, L°) be a transitive Lie algebra, and suppose that there

exists an abelian subalgebra A of L° such that L = L.ffi A. Identify A with the vector

space L/L°, and write y: L° -* gl(A) for the representation of L° on A induced by the

Lie bracket in L. Then, there is a bijective correspondence between the set of y-invariant

subspaces of A and the set of subalgebras of L which contain L°; this correspondence

associates to each y-invariant subspace W of A the subalgebra Mw = L° ffi W of L.

Moreover, if W is a y-invariant subspace of A, then W C D^(MW). In particular, the

subalgebra L° is maximal among the fundamental subalgebras of L. Let W be a

nonzero irreducible y-invariant subspace of A; then Mw is minimal among the subalge-

bras of L which properly contain L°, and, conversely, any such minimal subalgebra is

obtained in this way. Adopt the notation of Theorem 4.1, with M = Mw. Then

W c / =*= {0}, and, if the primitive Lie algebra M is of type (iv) of that theorem, then

ly*{0}.

Proof. The bijective correspondence set forth in the first part of our proposition

is trivial. To verify that W c D™(MW) holds for all y-invariant subspaces W c A,

we prove that, for all / > 0,

(4.1) W^D'L(MW),
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by induction on /; the case / = 0 is obvious. According to (i) of Lemma 1.2, each

derived subspace D[(MW) remains stable under the adjoint action of Af^. There-

fore, because A is abelian, if (4.1) holds for a given integer / we have

[L,W]= \(Mw + A),W\rz \MW,D'L(MW)\ +[A,W\<zD'l(Mw).

This proves (4.1) for / + 1, and thus, by induction, for all / > 0. The bijective

correspondence asserted between nonzero irreducible y-invariant subspaces of A and

subalgebras minimal among the subalgebras of L which properly contain L° is

evident. If W is a nonzero irreducible subspace of A under y, then we have already

proved that W c /, a fortiori / # {0}, above. It only remains to prove that when the

primitive Lie algebra Af is of the affine type (iv), then Iv is not reduced to {0}.

Assume that Iv = {0}; then, because / * {0}, we see from Theorem 4.1 that / is a

nonabelian minimal closed ideal of L. After possibly renumbering the simple ideals

{gj} x^j^p of L°, we have/ = Ix, tt(I) = V ffi g,, and/, = / n tt~x(V) is the unique

maximal closed ideal of /. Furthermore, because V is abelian,

[/,,/Jc „-'([F, K]) = /)£(L°);

we conclude from Proposition 3.1 that

Z)L(/,)cZ>-(L°) = ker(7r).

The quotient ///, = gx acts on Jx/(DL(Jx)), giving a structure of grmodule to this

latter space which is, by Proposition 3.1, a direct sum of simple g,-submodules

isomorphic to the adjoint module of gx. We have just shown that V can be identified

with a gj-submodule of JX/(DL(JX)), and Kis, therefore, also the direct sum of such

simple adjoint submodules. Because gx is simple, its Killing form is nondegenerate;

hence, there is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ß on V which is gx-

invariant. If we identify gx with a subspace of V ®A-S1(I/*) via its action on V, then,

in the Spencer complex of V ®KS(V*), the first prolongation of g,,

g{l)= S-l(gx®KAlV*)cz V®KS2V*,

is reduced to {0}; this follows from the existence of ß and is a classical result [23].

We shall now deduce that

(4.2) it(W)= V,

and obtain from this a contradiction. Because W n L° = {0} and W c /, the

projection ir( W) is an abelian subalgebra of tt( I ) complementary to g,; hence, there

is a linear mapping c: V -> gx such that

tt(W) = [v + c(v)\v G V).

Regard c as an element of g, ®KAXV*. Then, because tt(W) is abelian, we have

8c = 0, as is seen at once. However, the module V ®KS(V*) is acyclic in all

nonnegative bidegrees save (0,0); since the first prolongation g,(1) vanishes, we

conclude that c = 0, which is (4.2). To complete the proof, we show that, for all

\> 0,

W<z D'U-\V));
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the case / = 0 is implied by (4.2). From (iii) of Lemma 1.4, we see that each derived

subspace D'l(tt'1(V)) remains stable under the adjoint action of Af^; the inductive

step can therefore be carried out in the same way as in the proof of (4.1). We thus

have

W<Z n^(7T-1(K)) = V
/>o

This contradicts our hypothesis Iv = {0} and ends the proof.

We now examine some further consequences of Theorem 4.1. Let (L, L°) be a

transitive Lie algebra and choose a chain of subalgebras of L,

L° = Af0c Af, c ••■ c Af„ = L,

such that there are no subalgebras of L contained properly between Af. and Af-+1,

for 0 <_/'<« — 1. Corresponding to this choice, we have a chain

{0} = /Woc/Wic ••• c/^ = L

of closed ideals of L, with 1M = D'£(MJ), for 0 <y ^ «. By construction, in each

Lie algebra L* = L/IM, the subalgebras

(l*)° = m/iMj, m; = mj+x/iMj

aie such that (L*)° is fundamental, and Af* is minimal among the subalgebras of

L* which properly contain (L*)°. Moreover, the quotient /* = IM /IM is the

largest ideal of L* contained in AY*. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 describes the structure

of /*; from Corollary 4.1, we obtain a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L*, /*),

{0} = /°c/' c •■• c /m = /*,

having the following properties:

(a) If Il+1/I' is a nonabelian quotient and //+1 denotes the unique maximal

closed ideal of Il+1/I', then the stabilizerNL,(j'+l) of/'+1 in Lf contains AY/.

(b) The sequence contains at most two abelian quotients; the number of non-

abelian quotients is less than or equal to the dimension of the vector space MJ + l/Mj.

By taking, for each /, the preimages in IM of the ideals in our Jordan-Holder

decomposition of (L*, /*), we obtain in all a Jordan-Holder sequence for L. The

number and type of the nonabelian quotients must be the same in all Jordan-Holder

sequences for L, and we have a telescoping sum

n

dim( L/L° ) = £ dim( Af/Af, _, ),

for the dimensions of the vector spaces AY/AY ■_ x. Therefore, we have proved

Corollary 4.2. Let L be a transitive Lie algebra and L° a fundamental subalgebra

of L. Set r = dim( L/L°); then any Jordan-Holder sequence for L has at most r

nonabelian quotients and there exists a Jordan-Holder sequence with at most 2r abelian

quotients. Suppose that

{0} = I0 c /, c • • • c lm = L
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is a Jordan-Holder sequence for L; denote by 2. the subset of (1,...,m} consisting of

those integers j for which the quotient Ij/I}-, is nonabelian. For eachj g 2., let /y be the

unique maximal closed ideal of Ij/Ij_x, and NL(Jj) the stabilizer ofJj in L°. Then the

intersection f)je¿ NL(Jj)properly contains L°. Indeed, the inclusion

mc r\NL(jj)

holds for any subalgebra M which is minimal in the collection of open subalgebras of L

which properly contain L°.

The following proposition is one of the results which permits a solution to the

integrability problem for all transitive Lie pseudogroups acting on R" which contain

the translations (see the outline given in [8] and the forthcoming work [9]). We gave

a proof of this result, under an additional hypothesis on B, in [5]; our current

methods allow a simpler proof here.

Proposition 4.2. Let L be a real transitive Lie algebra and I a closed ideal of L.

Denote by B the centralizer of I in L. Suppose that there exists a fundamental

subalgebra L° and an abelian subalgebra A of L such that L = L° + A + B. Let

{0} = /„ c Ix c ■ ■ • c F = /

be a Jordan-Holder sequence for (L, I). Ifl,/I,_x is a nonabelian quotient of complex

type, with 1 < / < r, then the Levi form of I,/I¡_ x vanishes identically.

Proof. Let /,///_, be a nonabelian quotient of complex type in our Jordan-Holder

sequence for (L, /). If /, is the maximal closed ideal of /<///_ j, then the stabilizer

NL(J,) of /; in L obviously satisfies B c NL(J,), because B commutes with / in L.

Moreover, the fundamental subalgebra L° must be contained in NL(Jt), by Corollary

4.2. Thus, we have L = NL(J,) + A; since A is abelian, our result now follows

directly from the definition (3.6) of the Levi form.

Retaining the notation of Theorem 4.1, we present below, in Theorems 4.2-4.6, a

list of transitive embeddings of (L, L°) which depict the structure of the closed ideal

/. These are, essentially, special realizations of (L, L°) as transitive subalgebras of

formal vector fields, and may be regarded as normal forms which can be achieved by

formal changes of coordinates in any transitive realization of (L, L°). Wherever it is

convenient, we assume that / ¥= {0}, since otherwise we have nothing to say beyond

Corollary 2.1. One obtains Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 by simple modifications of

Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 4.6 is an easy consequence of Corollary 2.1. Therefore,

we give only the proof of Theorem 4.5, which corresponds to case (iv) of Theorem

4.1; the proof of Theorem 4.4, which corresponds to case (iii), proceeds along the

same lines, but is somewhat easier.

For brevity, when R is a simple transitive Lie algebra and F is a ring of formal

power series over K, for each closed unitary subalgebra G of KR ®KF we have

identified R®K G with a closed subalgebra of R®KF, in the theorems stated

below.
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Theorem 4.2. Adopt the notation and hypotheses of case (i) of Theorem 4.1. Endow

Der(F) with a structure of transitive Lie algebra over the commutator field KR, by

Theorem 1.6, and identify M with its image in Der( R ) under the adjoint representation

of M on R. Denote by /.. the ideal of Dei(R) spanned over KR by 1. Set U = L/M,

F = F{U*}, and choose a transitive representation X: (L, AY) -* Der( F). Write N for

the normalizer NL(J'); then N is an open subalgebra of L containing Af. Furthermore,

according to whether the ground field K coincides with KR, establish the following

notation:

(a) // KR = K. let G be the X-invariant unitary subring of F which has isotropy

subalgebra N (cf. Theorem 1.4).

(b) // KR =£ A', that is, if L is a real transitive Lie algebra and F is a nonabelian

minimal closed ideal of complex type in L, choose a complex structure on T compatible

with the adjoint action of L, by Lemma 3.1. Let N" denote the stabilizer in Lc of J', in

terms of this complex structure; then N" is an open complex subalgebra of Lc

containing Nc, a fortiori Mc. Write G for the Xc-invariant unitary complex subalgebra

of Fc having isotropy subalgebra N" ( cf. Theorem 1.4).

Under these notations, the stabilizer of G in Der(F) is a transitive subalgebra

(Ac, AG) of Der( F ) containing X( L ), and the semidirect product

S={Dei(R)®KRG)®AG

is a transitive Lie algebra over K, with fundamental subalgebra

S° = ((Der°(R) ®KrG) +{Dei(R) ®A/¡G0)) ffi AG.

Write p: S —> AG for the natural projection, and continue to denote by X the induced

mapping L -» AG. Identify Dei(R) with the subalgebra

Dei(R)®KRKRcDei(R)®KRG.

Then, there exists an embedding of transitive Lie algebras <f>: (L, L°) -» (S, S°)

such that p ° </> = X, and

<¡>(I') = R®KrG,   *(I)cïcêKitG,   <í»(AY)c (Af ffi(Der(F)®A.ÄGü))ffi<,

Af = <i>-'((Der(Ä) ®KrG) ffi A°G),    I = <pl{Dei(R) ®KrG).

Theorem 4.3. Adopt the notation and hypotheses of case (ii) of Theorem 4.1 and

assume that I ^ {0}. Set U — L/M, F = F{U*} and choose a transitive representa-

tion X: (L, AY) -» Der(F). Write N for the normalizer NL(J), which is an open

subalgebra of L containing M. Furthermore, according to whether K coincides with the

commutator field K^ of the simple Lie algebra M, establish the following notation:

(a) // K¿, = K, let G be the X-invariant unitary subring of F having isotropy

subalgebra N (cf. Theorem 1.4).

(b) // Km =t K, that is, if L is a real transitive Lie algebra and I is a nonabelian

minimal closed ideal of complex type in L, choose a complex structure on I compatible

with the adjoint action of L, by Lemma 3.1. Let N" be the stabilizer of J in Lc, in terms

of this complex structure; then N" is an open complex subalgebra of Lc containing Nc,
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a fortiori AYC. Write G for the X-invariant unitary complex subalgebra of Fc which has

isotropy subalgebra N" (cf. Theorem 1.4).

Under these notations, the stabilizer of G in Der(F) is a transitive subalgebra

(AG, AG) of Der( F) containing X(L), and the semidirect product

S = (Afê^G) ®AG

is a transitive Lie algebra over K, with fundamental subalgebra

50=((L°®^G)+(Af®^G°))ffi^c.

Write p: S -» AG for the natural projection, and continue to denote by X the induced

mapping L -» AG.

Then, there exists an embedding of transitive Lie algebras <p: (L, L°) -» (S, S°)

such that p°<t> = X, and

</>(/) = AY ®*.G,    Af = <i,-1((Af®^G)ffi^t°).

Theorem 4.4. Adopt the notation and hypotheses of case (iii) of Theorem 4.1, and

write Kg for the abstract field which is isomorphic to the commutator fields of the

isomorphic simple ideals gx and g2 of M. Set U = L/M, F = F{U*} and choose a

transitive representation X: (L, M) —> Der(F). For j = 1, 2, if the corresponding ideal

Ij is not reduced to {0}, write Nj for the normalizer NL(Jj); then N; is an open

subalgebra of L containing AY. // L = {0}, set, for convenience, Gt = Kg ®KF. In

addition, for each nonzero ideal I. establish the following notation, according to whether

K  coincides with K:

(a) // K = K, let G be the X-invariant unitary subring of F which has isotropy

subalgebra Nj(cf. Theorem 1.4).

(b) // Kg # K, then each nonzero ideal I¡ is nonabelian, minimal, and of complex

type in L, which is a real transitive Lie algebra. In this case, endow Ij with a complex

structure compatible with the adjoint action of L, by Lemma 3.1, and write N" for the

stabilizer in Lc of J. Then N" is an open complex subalgebra of Lc containing Nc, a

fortiori Mc. Let Gj denote the X—invariant unitary complex subalgebra of Fc which has

isotropy subalgebra N" (cf. Theorem 1.4).

Under these notations, the intersection of the stabilizers of G, and G2 in Der(F) is a

transitive subalgebra (AG G , AG G ) of Dei( F ), and the semidirect product

S - (U ®ksGx) ffi(g2 9KG2)) © AGiGi

is a transitive Lie algebra. Identify M with the subalgebra

((gl®KgKg)®{g2®KgKg))^((gx®KGx)®(g2®KgG2));

then

5° = (Io ffi(g, ®KG°X) ffi(g2 ®KG°2)) ffi A0Ol,Gi

is a fundamental subalgebra of S. Write p: S -» AGt_c for the natural projection, and

continue to denote by X the induced mapping L —> AG G .
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Then, there exists an embedding of transitive Lie algebras <f>: (L, L°) -» (S, S°)

such that p ° <j> = X, and

I = <p-l({gx®f,gGx)(B(g2®KgG2)),

M = ^((g, ®KgGx) ffi(g2 ®KgG2) ffi A°Gi.G2);

moreover, for each ideal Ij which is not reduced to {0}, <t>(Ij) = gj ®K Gj.

Theorem 4.5. Adopt the notation and hypotheses of case (iv) of Theorem 4.1, and

assume that I =*= {0}. Set U = L/M, F = F{U*} and choose a transitive representa-

tion X:(L, AY)-> Der(F).

Denote by Z the centralizer of g0 ffi gx ffi • • • ffi gp in End^K). Make the identifi-

cation

Der(Af) = Fffi(Zffi g, ffi ••• ffi gp)

permitted by Lemma 1.5, and identify AY with the transitive ideal

M = Kffi(g0ffi gl ffi  ••• ffigp)

of inner derivations in Der( Af ); iAen g0 c Z. Define open subalgebras of L by setting

N = NL(M) n /v¿(/)£(L0)),    Nj = A,(/y),

/or 1 <y' < p; then the inclusions 7V 3 A 3 Af are satisfied. Let G denote the

X-invariant unitary subring of F having isotropy subalgebra N (cf. Theorem 1.4). In

addition, for each index j > 0 for which Ij/Iy # {0}, establish the following notation,

according to whether the commutator field K   coincides with K:

(a) // K„ = K, write G, for the X-invariant unitary subring of F whose isotropy
Sj J

subalgebra is equal to Ny, then G; c G C F.

(b) If K„ # A', that is, if L is a real transitive Lie algebra and IJIV is a nonabelian

minimal closed ideal of complex type in L/lv, fix on I./Iv a complex structure

compatible with its structure as an L-module, by Lemma 3.1. In terms of this complex

structure, let N'' be the stabilizer in Lc of J.; then N" is an open complex subalgebra of

Lc containing Nc, a fortiori Mc. Write G¡ for the X—invariant unitary complex

subalgebra of Fc whose isotropy subalgebra is N"; then the inclusions Gy c Gc c Fc

are valid.

For the remaining indices j > 0 for which Ij/Iv is reduced to {0}, set Gy = Kg ®KG,

for convenience of notation. The simultaneous stabilizer

{£GDer(F)|£(G)c GW£(G,)c Gjforl <><#»}

is, then, a transitive subalgebra (A, A0) ofDei(F) containing X(L), and the semidirect

product

S=Í(V®KG)®(Z®IÍG)®    ©   (g èK  Gj))9A

is a transitive Lie algebra. Identify Der( AY ) with the subalgebra

(V®KK)®(Z®KK)9    ©   (gj9K  K   )
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of S; then the space

S°=(L0®{V®kG°)®{Z®kGq)®    ©   (gJ®KGf))®A°
V l«y'«/> "        I

forms a fundamental subalgebra in S. Define closed ideals of S by setting

F = ((KffiZ)®^G)ffi    ©   {gjèK   Gj),
i*j*p '

I*=V®KG,   I* = (V<Bg0)®KG,    I? = (V®KG)®(gj®KgGj),

for 1 ^j^p. Write p: S -* A for the natural projection and continue to denote by X

the induced mapping L -» A.

Then, there exists an embedding of transitive Lie algebras <j>: (L, L°) —> (S, S°)

such that p o <¡> = X, and

<f>(L)cAf + S°,   1 = ^(1'),   Iy = <?-l(l*),

/„-♦-'(tf). ij-rl{ij*)

for I <7 < p, and if I/Iy is not reduced to {0}, then If = /* + <>(/•).

Proof. Any assertion made in the theorem prior to the statement that such a

morphism £ exists is trivial. To construct <j>, we shall apply Theorem 2.1, with

L' = /'ffiX(L),   Af' = /'ffiX(Af),

J' = {(V®Z)®KG°)<B    ©   (gjè^Gj),
i*J*P

and, therefore, the filtration J5"' employed in that theorem is expressed as

i; = ((v®z)eKG<-x)®  © (g7®* g;-1),
l^j<p

for all / g Z. For convenience, we renumber the simple ideals {g,},^^ of L° so

that there are two integers q 3= r 3* 0 with the following property: among the indices

j with 1 <y < />, we have Ij/Iv # {0} precisely when 1 ^j^q, and, among these

latter indices, we have K   =£ K precisely when 1 < y < r. We now set
°J

Wj* = (Lc/N;')*,       l<y«r,

Wj* = {L/Nj)*,        r+l^j^q,

W* = W* = (L/N)*,        q+l^j^p,

thus defining subspaces of U* or (Uc)*. From our expression for 5*', we see that

gr(F, 3*') is the graded Lie algebra and S(£/)-module

gi(I',3?') = {(V(BZ)®KS(W*))

© ©U,-®cM»7))©   ©  {gj*KS(W*)).
j-l j=r+l

According to Lemma 1.7, then, the Spencer cohomology groups of gr(F, &') vanish

in all bidegrees (/, m) with / > 0. We now seek a suitable choice for </>0. The adjoint

representation of N on Af induces a morphism of topological Lie algebras

a: N -» Der(Af) = Der(Af//>£(L°))
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such that a\M = it. Any finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g is naturally identi-

fied, via its adjoint representation, with Der(g), as is well known [17]. Thus, we

obtain, as above, morphisms

of : Nf » gy « Der( ///, ),       1 « j < r,

a,: Nj -* g, = Der(///,),       r + 1 <y < q;

we remark that each of the maps af is C-linear, with respect to the complex

structure on gy induced by that fixed on L/Iy. In terms of the direct sum

decomposition

p

Der(Af) = Kffi Zffi  © gy,
/-i

let «r, denote the projection Der(AY) -» gy, for 1 ^j<p. Then, we see from the

definitions of the various maps involved that

(4.3) tt,°o-= rj,"^,    »j»0-Oj\n,

for 1 < ; < r and r + 1 <y < 9. Now choose a continuous linear mapping t0:

L —» Der( Af ) subject to the requirements for r + 1 < j< q,

(4-4) T0|„ = a,    (w,°To)U, = °/

and, in terms of the complex-linear extension of mi ° t0 to Lc, for 1 < / < r,

(4.5) (vT0)k»=»,".

It is clear from (4.3) that such a map t0 exists. We now define our initial

approximation <j>0: L -» L' to <f> by setting, for all £ g L, <f>0(£) = t0(£) + X(£);

recall that we have identified Der(Af ) with a closed subalgebra of F complementary

to /'. Because X(L) commutes with Der(Af) in L', we have, for all £, tj g L,

(4.6) *o([É, t,]) - [<*>„(£), *o(i|)] - t0([{, t,]) - [t0(£), t0(t,)] .

Using this and our previous expression of gr(F, 3*'), we see from Lemma 1.7 that

the cocycle conditions of Theorem 2.1 are equivalent to requiring that the restric-

tions t0|m, (tTj°t0)\n and (iTí ° t0)\ Ny for 1 < i< r and r + 1 <j <q, be Lie

algebra homomorphisms, which we see from (4.4) and (4.5) to be true. Therefore, a

morphism <f>: L -» L' exists such that / = <¡>'1(I'), and <i> agrees with <t>0 modulo /'.

To verify the relationships between the various ideals of L in / and of L' in /' listed

in the theorem, we first observe that, in the induced filtrations, we have

gr(/*,JF*)= V®KS(W*),   gi(l0*,áF0*)=(V®g0)®KS(W*),

e{if,*i*)-(V9Ks(w))9(gj9Kis(w;)),

for 1 <y < q. Let (/, /*) denote one of the pairs (Iy, /*), (/0, /*), (/., /*),

1 < y < <?. To verify that <¡>~1(I*) c /, we first recall that <¡> agrees with (j>0 modulo/',

and thus, since <¡>0\, = ir\,, we have

ff(<i,-1(/#)) = gr0(/#,^#).

But for each pair (/, /*), the definition of / was as the largest ideal of L in

7r_1(gr°(/*, &*)), which proves that <j>~l(I*) lies in 7. Again because <p0\, = tt\,, we
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have <í>0(/) c /*, and viewing the list of submodules above, we see from Lemma 1.7

that the Spencer cohomology groups of gr(/*, &*) vanish in all bidegrees (I, m)

with / > 0, and, in the Spencer complex of gr(F, 3?'), we have

8-1(gr°(/*, &*) ®KAXU*) = gil(I*, 3?*) c gi\I', &').

Thus, to verify that the requirement

</>,(/) c/*/(/; n/*)

of Theorem 2.1 holds, it will suffice to show that

b0(î)<Z&°(I*,&*)®KAlU*.

Applying (4.6) and the definition of b0, we see that

M/)(l/)c [t0(/),t0(L)] +t0([/,L])c [t0(7), r0(L)] +t0(7)

c [gr°(/*, jr*),Der(Af)] + gr°(/*, J^*) = gr°(/*, J^*).

From Theorem 2.1, we conclude that <>(/) c /*, which finishes our proof of the

relation </>"'(/*) = 7 for all of the pairs on our list. To complete the proof, we have

only to show that $(/■) + /* = If for 1 </<<?. We first observe that, for all

/G Z,

(4.7) D'L(jj) = IjnD'L(J) + Iy,

as is proved easily by induction on /. In terms of the filiations 3*= 3*L(I, J) of I

and 3?' of /', we know that <¡>\, is filtration-preserving and that gr(<i>|,) has zeroth

graded term equal to ir\,, by Theorem 2.1. Write^ for the filtration3?L(Ij, Jj) of / ;

then, comparing the filiations .^"n F and ^ by means of (4.7), we see that

gr(/., ¿j) = gi(lj, 3*n Ij)/gi(ly, 3?n ly).

Because <p'1(Iy) = Iv, it now follows that gr(<f>|, ) induces a morphism of graded

Lie algebras and S(i/)-modules

,: gr(/,, ßj) - (gr(/*, ^*)/gr(/*, Ffj) = gj ®KgS(Wj*)

whose zeroth graded term v0 is the isomorphism F// -» g ■ induced by mv\,. From

Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we deduce that v is an isomorphism, and thus, that

gri>|,)(gr(/,., JFn Ij)) + gr(/*, jr») = gi(lf, 3*?).

Because 4>(/-) + /* is closed in If, the equality <i>(/,) + /* = If now follows at

once from Chevalley's theorem. The proof of Theorem 4.5 is thus complete.

We pause to examine the realization which Theorem 4.5 gives to the closed abelian

ideal I y of L. Assume that lv # {0}, and for each index y with 1 <y < /? for which

lj/Iy is not reduced to {0}, consider the associative subalgebra<?y of F.ndK(V ®KG)

generated by the operators

ad(4>(Ç))\véKG   for£G/y.

According to Theorem 4.5, we have

(V 9KG) + *(lj) = (V 9KG) +(gjeKgGj);
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thus, because V ®KG is abelian, the algebra Sj is the same as the subalgebra of

EndK(V ®KG) generated by the transformations ad(t\)\y¿ c with tj g gj ®K G;.

The reductive Lie algebra L° = g0 ffi gx ffi • • • © g is faithfully and irreducibly

represented on V. Therefore [1], we can write V as the tensor product

V=Wx®rW,   with Aç T ç Endg(W),

of a nontrivial gy-module W which is irreducible over K, and an irreducible module

Wx over the remaining summands g0 © ■ • ■ © g _, © gj +, ffi • • ■ ffi gp of L°; this

module Wx is defined with scalars lying in T, which is a division subring, containing

K, of the division ring End„ (W). When A = C, this endomorphism ring End (W)

is just our ground field C, but when K = R, the division ring Endg (HO can be equal

to R or C or the quaternions H. Write &■ for the associative subalgebra of EndK(W)

generated by the action of g7; then, by the Jacobson-Bourbaki density theorem [1],

any transformation of Wlinear over End. (W) lies in SF-. When A„ = K, it follows
Sj J bj

at once that the algebra Sj contains all of the operators which correspond to

multiplication on the right in V ® K G by elements of the subring Gy of G. Since Iv is

an ideal of L and 4>(Iy) lies in V ®KG, we conclude that <f>(Iv) is invariant under

Sj, and thus the image <¡>(Iy) is stable under multiplication on the right by Gr

Phrased analytically, we have shown that the partial differential equations which

define lv, in the realization given by <¡>, do not depend on those variables which

generate the subring G} in G.

A similar result applies to the case K ± K, that is, when our ground field is R

and g is a complex simple Lie algebra viewed as a Lie algebra over R. In the course

of Theorem 4.5, we have fixed on Ij/Iy, and thus on gy, one of its two possible

complex structures. The real irreducible gy-module W can be described, then, in one

of the following ways (see, for example, [16]):

(a) Assume that there exists on W a structure of complex vector space with respect

to which gj acts by C-linear transformations. Then with respect to the complex

structure fixed on g7, the complex vector space Wis either:

(i) a complex simple gy-module^; or

(ii) the conjugate./^of a complex simple gy-module^; or

(iii) a tensor product J(®cJf, where J( and Jf are nonisomorphic simple

complex gy-modules.

(b) If W has no complex structure compatible with the action of gy, then the

complexification of W is a tensor product Wc = J( ®cJt', where J( is a complex

simple module over the complex Lie algebra g}. Conjugation in Wc is expressed, on

decomposable elements, as u ® v -» v ® ü, for all u, v g J(, and W is identified

with the invariant real subspace of M ®CJ( consisting of those elements which

remain fixed under conjugation.

To obtain from this a statement concerning Sj, we assume first that W is a

gy-module of one of the types described in (a). Fix on V = Wl ®TW the complex

structure it inherits from W, and identify V ®RG with V ®CGC, via this complex

structure on V. As in the last paragraph, we see from the Jacobson-Bourbaki density

theorem that if W is of type (i), then <f  contains all of the transformations of
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V ècGc given by right multiplication by elements of the subring Gy of Gc, while if

W is of type (ii), the algebra S¿ contains right multiplication by all elements of the

complex conjugate Gy of Gy. If W is of type (iii), we can apply the density theorem to

conclude that Sj contains all multiplications on the right by elements of Gy, as well as

right multiplication by all elements of Gy. An argument which is essentially the same

as above shows that when W is of the type described in (b), then S} contains all right

multiplications in V ® RG by elements of the subring Re(Gy) of G made up of all

real (and imaginary) parts of elements of Gy c Gc. As before, we observe that in all

cases <i>(/(/) forms a subspace of V ®KG invariant under Sj. Thus, the image <i>(Iy)

is stable under multiplication by the appropriate subring of G or Gc, as determined

above.

We return to our list of realizations to give the final case.

Theorem 4.6. Adopt the notation and hypotheses of case (v) of Theorem 4.1 and

assume that I # {0}. Let N denote the normalizer NL(J), which is an open subalgebra

of L containing M. Set U = L/M, F = F{U*} and choose a transitive representation

X: (L, AY) —» Der(F). Write G for the X-invariant unitary subring of F which has

isotropy subalgebra N (cf. Theorem 1.4). Let E denote the unique two-dimensional

nonabelian Lie algebra over K; then E has a basis {e0, e_x} such that [e0, e_,] = -e_x,

and thus E0 = span{e0} is a fundamental subalgebra for E, and E_x = [£,£] =

span{e_,} is the unique nontrivial ideal of E. The stabilizer of G in Der(F) is a

transitive subalgebra (AG, AG) of Der(F), and the semidirect product S = (£ ®KG)

ffi Der( F) is a transitive Lie algebra, with fundamental subalgebra

5° = (£0®*G + E®KG°) ®AG.

Let p: S —» AG be the natural projection, and continue to denote by X the induced

mapping L —> Ac.

Then, there exists an embedding of transitive Lie algebras <p: (L, L°) -* (S, S°)

such that p ° <i> = X, and

I = <j>-l(E_x®KG) = <j>-1(E®KG).
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